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  The role of metarepresentation in theory of mind development has been hotly debated. 

On one side of the debate, researchers suggest that theory of mind develops through a domain 

general change in representational processing of both mental and non-mental representations. On 

the opposing side, researchers suggest that a unique domain-specific mechanism is required for 

processing mental representations (i.e., theory of mind). The objective of the current work was to 

clarify the role of metarepresentation in theory of mind development by examining the relations 

between children’s false belief understanding (mental representations) and non-mental 

representations (propositional and pictorial representations) understanding. A secondary 

objective was to investigate the role of conflict inhibition in understanding the representational 

qualities of beliefs, words, and signs. One-hundred and four three-and-four-year-old children 

were included in the current analyses. Children’s theory of mind understanding was assessed 

using the false belief (change in location), and the false belief (unexpected contents) tasks. 

Children’s metalinguistic awareness (i.e., propositional representational understanding) was 

assessed using the Synonym and Homonym Judgment Tasks (see, Doherty & Perner, 1998). 

False sign tasks were used to assess children’s understanding of pictorial representations. 

Conflict inhibition—the ability to supress a dominant response in favour of an alternative 

response—was also measured. Frequentist analyses results showed no significant relationships 

between false belief understanding and metalinguistic awareness, or false sign understanding. 
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Bayesian regression analyses revealed that Synonym/Homonym Judgement tasks, False sign 

tasks, and conflict inhibition supported the null hypothesis of no effect in predicting false belief 

task performance. These results provide preliminary evidence for unique, domain-specific 

mechanisms involved in theory of mind development. Results also show that conflict inhibition 

may be particularly important for success on both the metalinguistic and false sign tasks. Future 

research should consider looking at the prospective relations between false belief understanding, 

metalinguistic awareness, and false signs over the preschool period. 
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The Role of Metarepresentation Preschooler’s Theory of Mind Development 
 

Introduction 
 

Theory of mind—understanding that one’s own mental states (e.g., beliefs, desires, 

intentions) differ from others’ (Wellman, Cross & Watson, 2001)—is critical to social 

competence (for review see, Imuta, Henry, Slaughter, Selcuk & Ruffman, 2016). However, the 

processes which facilitate theory of mind development remain unclear. Perner (1991) proposed 

that a conceptual change in understanding representations—specifically understanding mental 

states as representative of the world—contributes to the emergence of theory of mind. This 

metarepresentational understanding is particularly important for theory of mind development 

because it involves simultaneously representing one’s own thoughts, while attending to others’ 

mental states (representations). Yet, the central question that remains unresolved is whether 

theory of mind relies on domain-specific metarepresentational processes specific to mental state 

attribution, or domain-general advancements in representational processing. The domain-specific 

account argues the development of theory of mind relies on ‘Theory of Mind Mechanism’: a 

specific cognitive mechanism required for understanding mental states (Leslie, 1987; 1994). On 

the domain-general side of the debate—the Representational Processing Theory—suggests that 

reasoning about representations in both mental and non-mental domains relies on the same 

underlying development in representational processes (Perner, 1991; Suddendorf, 1999). In other 

words, understanding mental representations may extend to other general non-mental 

representational capacities, including understanding pictorial representations (e.g., signs, labels) 

and metalinguistic awareness: involving the understanding of language as a flexible, 

representational system that conveys meaning through the specific structure of words (e.g., 

speech sounds), and the association amongst words (e.g., word order). Alternative accounts 
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suggest that the associations between understanding mental and non-mental representations is 

not attributed to metarepresentation, but rather a variety of other high-order cognitive processes, 

including perspective taking skills, executive function and language. The current study aims to 

clarify the role of metarepresentation and other higher-order cognitive processes in the 

emergence of theory of mind in preschoolers. First, I will discuss theory of mind development 

and metarepresentational processes. Next, I will review previous evidence for domain-general 

and domain-specific metarepresentational mechanisms in false belief understanding. Third, I will 

discuss the relations between false belief development and non-mental representational tasks 

(e.g., metalinguistic and false sign tasks), as well as executive function and language. I will 

conclude with the hypotheses of the current work.  

Theory of Mind 

 The ‘theory of mind’ concept was originally derived from comparative psychology 

research focused on determining if chimpanzees have a theory of other minds (Premack & 

Woodruff, 1978). Since this seminal work, extensive research has been dedicated to theory of 

mind. Today, theory of mind is understood as the appreciation of mental states (e.g., beliefs, 

desires, intentions) as person-specific attributes that motivate behaviour (Saracho, 2014a). 

Predicting and explaining human behaviours based on inferences about others’ abstract mental 

states is the most essential application of theory of mind understanding (Sabbagh, Benson, 

Kuhlmeier, 2013). This inferential processing allows one to intuit that given that a belief is true, 

and a desire is present, the action will likely follow. For example, if ‘I want a cookie’ and ‘I 

believe the cookie is in the cupboard’, then I will likely retrieve the cookie from the cupboard.  

The capacity to infer others’ mental states and the ability to use these mental states to make 

actions intelligible is necessary for successful social interactions.  
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There are a variety of theories used to explain the general method children use to acquire 

an understanding of other minds (for a review see Carpendale & Lewis, 2015). Perner (1995, 

1999) argued children come to understand the concept of beliefs (and other mental states) as-

representations of the world. From this theoretical framework it is proposed that during the 

preschool period children develop a representational theory of mind: an explicit understanding of 

mental states as person-specific representations of the world (Sabbagh & Callanan, 1998; 

Swiatczak, 2011). Over the course of development children’s understanding of other minds 

becomes increasingly complex (Carlson et al., 2013). 

 Theory of mind understanding undergoes major changes in early life (Carlson et al., 

2013). Already in infancy there may be an implicit understanding of mental states as assessed by 

looking time tasks (Baillargeon, Scott & He, 2010; Buttelmann, Carpenter & Tomasello, 2009; 

Buttelmann, Over, Carpenter & Tomasello, 2014; Onishi & Baillargeon, 2005; Southgate, 

Chevallier & Csibra, 2010; Southgate & Vernetti, 2014; albeit controversial, see meta-analysis 

by Heyes, 2014). By two to three years, children are able to identify basic emotions, intentions, 

and desires in themselves and in others (Wellman, 2002; Wellman, Cross & Watson, 2001). By 

four years, children typically develop an understanding of false beliefs: the recognition that 

others may hold false beliefs about the world (Astington, 1993). By five years children have a 

firm, adult-like understanding of mind, namely that all individuals represent world in their 

minds, and that these mental representations guide behaviours (even if they do not match reality) 

(Milligan, Astington, & Dack, 2007). There seems to be an orderly progression in preschoolers’ 

performance on false belief tasks (see scale, Wellman & Liu, 2004), and cross-cultural research 

suggests that theory of mind is acquired in a similar fashion across cultures (Duh et al., 2016; 

Kuntoro, Saraswati, Peterson & Slaughter, 2013; Liu, Wellman, Tardif & Sabbagh, 2008). 
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However, contextual factors may lead to slight variations in the order in which different aspects 

of theory of mind are acquired. Although theory of mind understanding continues to develop into 

adolescence (Pillow, 1999), the most significant advancements arguably occur during the 

preschool years. 

False-belief understanding. One hallmark of representational theory of mind 

development during the preschool period is false belief understanding. False belief understanding 

requires the knowledge that although mental states often represent reality, they are ultimately 

distinct from reality, and therefore can be false (Sabbagh, Bowman, Evraire, & Ito, 2009; 

Wellman, Cross, & Watson, 2001). Two types of false belief task—the location-change and 

unexpected contents tasks—are often used to evaluate young children’s false belief 

understanding. 

 Wimmer and Perner (1983) developed the original false belief location-change task.  In 

the location-change false belief task, children are told a story about a character called Maxi. In 

the story, Maxi puts his chocolate into the cupboard and then leaves the room. However, in 

Maxi’s absence the chocolate is moved to the drawer. When Maxi returns the children are asked 

the false belief question: “where will Maxi look for his chocolate: in the cupboard, or in the 

drawer?” and a reality control-question: “where is Maxi’s chocolate really?” In order to pass this 

false belief task the child must recognize that Maxi will act on his (false) belief (i.e., look in the 

cupboard) as opposed to reality (i.e., look in the drawer). 

 Another widely used task to measure false belief understanding is the unexpected 

contents false belief task. In this task, children are shown a familiar candy box (e.g., a Smarties 

box). Before the box is opened the children are asked what they think is in the box (e.g., Smarties 

or candies). The box is then opened to reveal unexpected contents (e.g., stickers) and is closed 
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once again (Gopnik & Astington, 1989). Then a new character, Mickey Mouse, is introduced. 

Children are told that Mickey has never seen inside the box, and then are asked a false belief 

question: “what will Mickey Mouse think is the box?” and a representational change questions: 

“what did you think was in the box before we opened it?” The unexpected contents tasks assess 

children’s understanding of their own false belief (representational change) and the false beliefs 

of others (e.g., Mickey Mouse). The false belief location and false belief contents task are 

typically correlated (Müller, Miller, Michalczyk & Karapinka, 2007) and children typically pass 

these tasks around four-years of age (Wellman et al., 2001). False-belief tasks require the 

differentiation between one’s own true belief and a character’s false belief, and the 

understanding that beliefs (and other mental representations) influence behavior. 

Implications of theory of mind development. Progress on theory of mind tasks—

demonstrating an increasingly complex understandings of mental life—has important 

implications for socio-cognitive functioning (Tomasello, 2009). A recent meta-analysis of 76 

studies (6,432 children) found a significant, yet small in magnitude (r = .19)  mean effect size for 

the association between theory of mind and a variety of prosocial behaviours including helping, 

cooperating and comforting (Imuta, Henry, Slaughter, Selcuk & Ruffman, 2016). False belief 

mastery has also been found to predict a variety of other positive social and cognitive outcomes 

including more positive peer relationships (see meta-analysis, Slaughter, Imuta, Peterson & 

Henry, 2015), more socially apt interactions with peers (Dunn, Cutting, & Demetriou, 2000), 

higher teacher-rated social competence (Peterson, Slaughter, & Paynter, 2007), improved social 

communication, and higher academic achievement (Brennan, Galati, & Kuhlen, 2010). Children 

who develop strong theory of mind skills, therefore, generally demonstrate improved social 

competence, are more accepted by peers, and do better in school. Conversely, atypically 
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developing individuals tend to have difficulty with false belief tasks and show specific 

impairments in social cognition. For example, individuals with Autism Spectrum Disorder 

(Baron, Leslie & Firth, 1985) and schizophrenia (see meta-analysis, Sprong, Schothorst, Vos, 

Hox, & Van Engeland, 2007) show significant difficulty with false belief reasoning. Given the 

significance of false belief understanding for adaptive social-cognitive functioning it is essential 

that research determines which factors facilitate theory of mind emergence, how theory of mind 

understanding changes over development, and what contributes to individual differences in 

mental state understanding (Carlson, Koenig & Harms, 2013). Despite the extensive research 

devoted to theory of mind, the specific role and function of various cognitive processes in theory 

of mind development in preschool children remains ill-defined.  

Metarepresentation  

Metarepresentation may have an important role in the facilitation of theory of mind 

development and is considered an important acquisition in representational development. 

According to Perner (1991) there are three levels of representational understanding: primary 

representation, secondary representation, and meta-representation. ‘Primary’ representation 

refers to representing the world as it is; for example, the statement “the sun is shining” is a 

primary representation because it reflects one’s current experience of reality. ‘Secondary’ 

representations, in contrast, refer to the representation of many possible, or hypothetical 

situations. For example, the statement, “I believe that the sun is shining” is a secondary 

representation because this statement may or may not represent reality. Metarepresentation is “a 

representation of a representation as a representation” (Perner 1991, p. 23). For example, if Suzy 

says to Lucy “I believe the sun is shining” for Lucy to comprehend this statement she must 

represent Suzy’s belief (i.e., that it is currently sunny) as a representation that may, or may not be 
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true. Developing metarepresentational understanding involves the ability to create these higher-

order representation (meta-representations) of a lower-order representation (Wilson, 2000). At 

the foundational level, metarepresentation requires the ability to differentiate between the 

“sense” and the “referent”. For Frege, the sense is the way that a situation is being represented 

and the referent is the ‘truth’ of the situation itself (Frege, 1948). In other words, 

metarepresentation requires the distinction between what is represented (referent) and how it is 

represented (sense). This distinction may be particularly important for theory of mind reasoning: 

understanding that how others represent the world may differ from one’s own representations (or 

reality).   

 The representational theory of mind is inherently metarepresentational: it requires the 

ability to represent others’ (mental) representations as representations (Leslie, 1987). The false 

belief tasks tap into children’s ability to evaluate other’s misrepresentations of reality, and judge 

future behaviours accordingly. To pass the location-change false belief task (e.g., Maxi Task 

described previously) children must acknowledge that the protagonist’s sense of the location of 

the object does not align with the true location of the referent (Doherty, 2000). False belief 

understanding requires the metarepresentational capacity to represent others’ representations 

(false beliefs) as a representation. Therefore, it is proposed that three- and four-year-old’s 

struggle with false belief tasks because they are unable to represent others’ mental 

representations as unique, individualistic representations of the world (Sabbagh & Callanan, 

1998).  

Research suggests that during the preschool years children typically develop 

metarepresentational understanding (Juan & Astington, 2012); yet there is no theoretical 

consensus on how metarepresentational understanding is acquired and thereby contributes to 
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theory of mind understanding. The central question that remains unanswered is: does theory of 

mind development rely on a selective mechanism for processing mental states, or general 

advancements in metarepresentational understanding? 

Metarepresentational mechanisms. Over the last two decades the role of 

metarepresentation in the development of theory of mind has been widely debated (Leekman, 

Perner, Healey & Sewell, 2008). On one side, some researchers contend that theory of mind 

relies on a domain-specific process for understanding mental states above and beyond general 

metarepresentational reasoning (Cohen & German, 2010; Frith & Frith, 2003; Leslie, 1994; 

Leslie, Friedman, & German, 2004; Leslie & Thaiss, 1992; Saxe et al., 2004; Scholl & Leslie, 

1999; Scott & Baillargeon, 2009).  The ‘Theory of Mind Mechanism’ is the term often used to 

describe this position (Leslie, 1987; 1994). By contrast, proponents of domain-general theories 

contend that children’s understanding of mental representations (e.g.,  beliefs, desires, etc.) relies 

on a more general conceptual change in understanding representations (not specific to mental 

states) (Leslie, 1987, 1994; Perner, 1991; Stone & Gerrans, 2006; Suddendorf, 1999; Suddendorf 

& Whiten, 2001; Zaitchik, 1990). The ‘Representational Processing theory’ is often used to 

describe the domain-general position (Perner, 1998; Suddendorf, 1999). There is evidence to 

support both positions. 

Domain-specific: Theory of Mind Mechanism. 

Proponents of the theory of Theory of Mind Mechanism argue that theory of mind 

develops via an innate metarepresentational capacity specific to processing mental 

representations (Scholl & Leslie, 1999; Stone & Gerrans, 2006). Within this framework, theory 

of mind is understood as product of a unique domain-specific cognitive mechanism exclusively 

dedicated to mental state reasoning. A domain-specific mechanism refers to a process which is 
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only applied to a certain type of information (e.g., mental representations) (Fodor, 2000). In this 

conceptualization, other higher-order cognitive processes (language, and so on) might be 

involved in the expression of theory of mind because theory of mind tasks make certain 

processing demands. For example, language skills are required to understand the false belief 

narrative and respond to the questions appropriately. However, the key assertion made by 

proponents of the Theory of Mind Mechanism theory is that these secondary cognitive demands 

of theory of mind tasks are not crucial to the concept of theory of mind. Instead, theory of mind 

relies on the domain-specific processes which are only applied to understanding mental states 

(Cohen, Sasaki & German, 2015). The Theory of Mind Mechanism theory therefore implies that 

children acquire theory of mind via domain-specific process whose only function is to reason 

about mental state attribution. See Figure 1 for a visual depiction of the Theory of Mind 

Mechanism Theory.  

 

Figure 1. Theory of Mind Mechanism Theory. 
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Theory of Mind Mechanism: Evidence.  

 Evidence for the Theory of Mind Mechanism theory comes from performance on the  

false photograph task, neuroimaging studies, and research with adults. The false photograph task 

is designed to closely resemble the structure of the location-change false belief task. In the false 

photograph task, a character (e.g., a doll) “takes” a picture of an object in a certain location with 

a Polaroid camera; however while the photo is developing the object is moved to an alternative 

location (Zaitchik, 1990). The photograph then becomes a ‘misrepresentation’ of the location of 

the object. After hearing this story, children are asked “where is the object in the picture” (test 

question), and “where is the object really?” (control question). The ability to pass false 

photograph tasks closely resembles the developmental trajectory of a traditional false belief task 

(around 4 to 5 years) (Leekam & Perner, 1991; Leslie & Thaiss, 1992; Zaitchik, 1990). However, 

intriguingly, children with Autism tend to pass the false-photograph task at the same age as 

typically developing children, yet consistently fail the false belief task (Leekam & Perner, 1991; 

Leslie & Thais, 1992). Since these tasks have similar metarepresentational demands these results 

suggest that children with autism have a specific deficit in reasoning about mental 

representations (as opposed to a general metarepresentational deficit) (see, Leekman & Perner, 

1991).  

 The second line of evidence for domain-specific representational mechanisms for theory 

of mind is drawn from neuro-imaging studies. Many functional imaging studies (magnetic 

resonance imaging) have investigated the brain basis of theory of mind. A review of this 

literature suggests that there are several “core [neural] regions” involved in theory of mind 

reasoning (Carrington & Bailey, 2009). In adults, the bilateral temporal-parietal junction, 

precuneus, and medial prefrontal cortex are active when reasoning about false beliefs, rather than 
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false-photos (Saxe and Kanwisher, 2003). Similarly, ventrolateral prefrontal cortex is activated 

when completing mental representation tasks (i.e., false belief task), but not when completing 

non-mental representation tasks (i.e., false photo task) (Hartwright, Apperly & Hansen, 2015). 

The activation of these regions appears to be specific to reasoning about mental representations. 

Similarly, in child samples, several studies have identified the unique role of the right-temporal 

parietal junction (rPTJ) is reasoning about false-beliefs (Sabbagh & Taylor, 2000; Sabbagh, 

Bowman, Evraire & Ito 2009; Saxe & Wexler, 2005). The identification of these specific neural 

regions devoted to theory of mind reasoning provides further evidence for a Theory of Mind 

Mechanism.   

 Lastly, evidence for domain-specific processes that comprises a ‘theory of mind system’ 

has been found in an adult population. Specifically, a study by Cohen, Sasaski and German 

(2014) indicates that adults have a unique advantage for processing mental representations in 

comparison to other non-mental representations (e.g., linguistic, signs etc.) when task demands 

are controlled for. However, there is no research, to our knowledge, has replicated these findings 

in child or adult samples.  

Domain-general: Representational processing theory.   

On the domain-general side of the debate, theorists argue that a general cognitive 

mechanism for understanding representation and metarepresentation is required for theory of 

mind development. This position is often described as the ‘Representational Processing Theory’ 

(Perner, 1991; Suddendorf, 1999). Proponents of the Representational Processing Theory argue 

that theory of mind develops via a general conceptual change in understanding representations, 

not specific to belief-representation. From this perspective, children have difficulty 

understanding mental states “not because they are mental but because they are representations” 
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(Zaitchik, 1990, p. 60). The Representational Processing Theory rests on the notion that both 

mental and non-mental representations require the ability differentiate between the (1) referent 

(i.e., the thing itself) and (2) the sense (the way it is represented) (Frege, 1948; Perner, 1991). 

For example, understanding that a woman can be both a mother and a teacher requires the ability 

to differentiate between what is being represented (i.e., the woman), and how she is being 

represented (as either a mother or a teacher). The Representational Processing Theory suggests 

that theory of mind develops as a result of general advancements in representational 

understanding. See Figure 2 for a visual depiction of the Representational Processing Theory. 

 

Figure 2. Representational Processing Theory. 

 
Representational processing theory: Evidence. 

Support for the Representational Processing Theory is often presented as counter- 

evidence to the domain-specificity hypotheses previously discussed. A key piece of evidence in 

favour of the Theory of Mind Mechanism theory is the performance of children with autism on 

the false photograph task. However, there are important reasons why the false photograph task 

may be an inadequate measure of (meta)representational understanding. The central problem 

with the false photograph task is often referred to as the “falseness problem”. The “falseness 

problem” refers to the  photograph in the task, which is not a false representation, but rather 

represents a “true” state of affairs in the past (Perner & Leekman, 2008; Sabbagh, Moses, & 
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Shiverick, 2006). For instance, a person does not look at a picture of themselves on vacation a 

year ago and presume that this is a false representation. In other words, photographs represent 

the world correctly as it was, not as a current misrepresentation. Additionally, in contrast to 

Zaitchik’s (1990) argument, false photograph and false belief tasks are not structurally 

equivalent. False belief tasks involve more abstract representations and higher executive function 

demands than the false photograph task (Müller, Zelazo, Imrisek, 2005; Sabbagh, Moses, 

Shiverick, 2006). Photographs physically instantiate the representation (the photo itself) that 

does not need to be held in mind nor inhibited. False-belief tasks also make the additional 

demand of understanding propositional statements (i.e., assessing the ‘truthfulness’ of a 

statement), which the false photograph task does not. As a result, the false photograph task does 

not rely on the ability to differentiate between what is being represented and how it is being 

represented, and therefore is not an appropriate measure of metarepresentational understanding 

(Leekam Perner, Healey & Sewell, 2008). Using evidence from the performance of children with 

autism on a false photograph task as evidence for a domain-specific mechanism for 

understanding mental representations is problematic.   

 The evidence from neuroimaging studies defining the specific neural regions involved in 

false belief reasoning has also been contested. Lin and colleagues (2018) analyzed the neural 

correlates for processes involved in theory of mind—namely, social concept representation and 

retrieval, domain-general semantic integration, and domain-specific integration of social 

semantic contents—and found diffuse activation of these regions for all processes. Similarly a 

variety of studies have demonstrated there is a lack of specificity in the neural regions activated 

while completing theory of mind tasks in comparisons to other related tasks (e.g., false-photo, 

false-sign, etc.) (Perner & Leekam, 2008; Stone & Gerrans, 2006). Lesions in the left TPJ have 
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also been found to cause difficulty in reasoning about false beliefs as well as false photographs 

(Apperly, Samson, Chiavarino, Bickerton, & Humphreys, 2007). Furthermore, at a more 

fundamental level, simply because a neural circuit is involved in false belief reasoning does not 

imply that this circuit is specific to that particular task (Stone & Gerrans, 2006). Collectively, 

these findings suggest that these neural regions are required mental state reasoning are diverse, 

and therefore evidence for a neural region specialized for theory of mind reasoning is not 

supported. Indeed, the neural regions recruited for reasoning about representations do not appear 

to be specific to mental representations providing further evidence for the Representational 

Processing Theory. 

 Another line of evidence for the Representational Processing theory is children’s 

performance on mental and non-mental representational tasks. Empirical support for 

preschoolers’ difficulty on both false belief tasks and other non-mental tasks is consistently 

identified in the literature (Doherty & Perner, 1998; Doherty, 2000; Leekman, Perner, Healey & 

Sewell, 2008; Perner, 1991; Sabbagh & Callanan, 1998; Swiatczak, 2011). These findings 

provide preliminary evidence for a general conceptual change in representational processing.  

However, to our knowledge, no study to-date has compared children’s performance on the false 

belief task to different types of non-mental representations, namely symbolic representations 

(false signs) and linguistic representations (e.g., metalinguistic awareness). The current study 

will compare children’s performance on false belief tasks to both non-mental general 

representations (false signs) and linguistic representations (metalinguistic awareness).  

Non-mental (or physical) representational tasks are design to test children’s 

understanding of the representational nature of pictures, signs, maps, models, and words. 

Analyzing and comparing children’s performance on tasks that assess non-mental representations 
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and mental representations (i.e., false beliefs) provides an opportunity to determine the their 

metarepresentational basis (domain-specific or domain general). Two tasks often used to 

evaluate non-mental representations include the false-sign tasks (pictorial representations), and 

alternative naming tasks (linguistic representations). Although the age at which children pass 

non-mental and mental representation tasks is generally similar (around four years of age) (Iao, 

Leekam, Perner & McConachie, 2011; Leekam, Perner, Healey, & Sewell, 2008; Sabbagh, 

Moses & Shiverick, 2006; Wellman et al., 2001), why children perform similarly on these tasks 

is less clear. 

The false sign task. 

The False Sign task, originally introduced by Parkin and Perner (2004), is designed to 

assess whether children’s ability to pass false belief tasks of more general representational 

abilities. The False Sign task, like the false belief task, has two variants: the location and 

contents version. In the False-Sign location version children are shown an arrow which is used to 

signify the location of an object/person. Then, the object/person is moved to a new location, but 

the arrow remains pointing to the original location. The children are then asked a control 

question: “where is the object/person really?” and a representational change question: “Where 

does the arrow say the object/person is?” (Sabbagh, Moses & Shiverick, 2006; Iao, Leekam, 

Perner & McConnachie, 2011). In the False sign contents version, children are shown a box with 

a label (e.g., a Band-aid box), and then shown the true contents of the box (e.g., crayons). 

Children are then asked a control question: “what is in the box really?” and a representational 

change question: “what does the label show is in the box?” (Sabbagh, et al., 2006; Iao et al., 

2011). False sign tasks are elegantly designed to mirror the structure of traditional false belief 

tasks and evaluate (non-mental) representational understanding.   
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Significance of false signs.  

False-sign tasks provide a unique and important resource for assessing the role of 

representations in a non-mental domain. False-sign tasks were developed as a means of solving 

the “falseness problem” of the false photograph task (i.e., a photo could represent a ‘true’ state of 

affairs in the past). Unlike the false photograph task, the false sign task incorporates a genuine 

false representation (e.g., arrow pointing in the wrong direction) of the current state in the same 

way as a false belief. Additionally, in line with the false belief task, the false sign task involves 

similar cognitive demands, namely executive function—higher-order cognitive processes 

involved in problem-solving and goal-directed behaviour—and metarepresentation. Executive 

function is required to inhibit a ‘true’ representation in favour of the non-dominant ‘false’ 

representation. Executive function significantly predicts performance on both the false sign and 

the false belief tasks (Sabbagh, Moses, & Shiverick, 2006). Metarepresentational understanding 

is also required to pass False Sign tasks because, like False belief tasks, it requires the 

understanding of and differentiation between what is represented (i.e., true location of the 

object), and how a representation is understood (i.e., perspective on representation; the arrow) 

(Parker & Perner, 2004). The current research utilizes the false sign task to explore children’s 

understanding of non-mental representations, using a task version which makes similar task 

demands as the traditional false belief tasks.  

False signs & false beliefs.  

Significant associations between false-sign and false belief task performance have been 

consistently identified in the literature (Iao, Leekman, Perner & McConachie, 2011; Leekam, 

Perner, Healey, & Sewell, 2008; Sabbagh, Moses, and Shiverick, 2006). Iao and colleagues 

(2011) suggest that the robust correlation between False sign and False belief task performance is 
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due to a conceptual change in representational understanding, not limited to mental states. 

Additional support for the domain general hypotheses comes from research that shows that 

children with autism have difficulties on both false belief and false sign tasks 

(Bowler, Briskman, Gurvidi & Fornells-Ambrojo, 2005). Therefore, children with autism may 

have a ‘metarepresentational deficit’ as opposed to a domain-specific impairment in mental state 

reasoning (as suggested by research using the false photograph task). Taken together, these 

findings suggest that a domain-general component may therefore be necessary to update 

misrepresentations. 

Importantly, the content of the representations in the false sign and false belief tasks 

differ. The representational content of false sign tasks is pictorial—there is a physical 

instantiation (e.g., arrow, label) of the misrepresentation which the child can readily access 

(Sabbagh, Moses, Shiverick, 2006). However, the content of the representations in false belief 

tasks are propositional. The propositional content of the representations refers to the ‘sentence-

like’ format of the False Belief tasks. In other words, understanding mental representations via 

this task is contingent on the ability to reason about these states via a complex linguistic format. 

Cohen, Sasaski and German (2016) refer to the difference in the content of the physical content 

of the representations in false sign tasks and the propositional representational content of the 

false belief task as the “content problem”. Therefore, in addition to assessing children’s general 

understanding of pictorial representations it is important to evaluate how children perform non-

mental tasks with representational content similar to false beliefs. Introducing other non-mental 

representational tasks, namely metalinguistic tasks, which have propositional content to their 

representational demands may resolve this issue.  
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Metalinguistic Awareness 

Metalinguistic awareness is defined as "the ability to reflect upon and manipulate the 

structural features of spoken language, treating language itself as an object of thought, as 

opposed to simply using the language system to comprehend and produce sentences"(Tunmer & 

Herriman, 1984, p.12). Metalinguistic awareness is the understanding of language as a flexible, 

representational system, and requires the ability to “represent the relationship between linguistic 

form and what it represents” (Doherty, 2000, p. 387).  Metalinguistic abilities are typically 

described in using the various aspects of language, including “phonemic awareness (i.e. 

understanding of the sounds associated with speech), syntax awareness (i.e. grammatical 

judgments), word/semantic awareness (i.e. how words are formed and what they represent), and 

pragmatic awareness (i.e. metalinguistic communication in social conversation)” (Solesa-Grijak, 

2011, p. 44). Metalinguistic awareness emerges during early childhood, and children’s 

understanding of metalinguistic concepts becomes increasingly complex over the course of 

development (Chaney, 1992; Edwards & Kirkpatrick, 1999; Smith & Tager-Flusberg, 1982). The 

advancement of metalinguistic abilities have important implications for children’s early reading 

and spelling skills (Carlson, Jenkins, Li & Brownell, 2013; Roman, Kirby, Parrila, Wade-

Woolley, & Deacon, 2009). Therefore, it is also important to determine the process which 

facilitate its emergence, specifically the role of metarepresentational development. 

Metalinguistic awareness relies on metarepresentational processes because it involves 

representing a [linguistic] representation as representations. As children develop a metalinguistic 

understanding they begin to develop the ability to separate a word from the object it represents 

(Pan & Gleason, 1997) and appreciate that words can be symbols for things that do and do not 

exist in the world (i.e., the word ‘is’ does not refer to an object in the world) (Papandropoulou & 
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Sinclair, 1974). For the development of semantic awareness—understanding the representational 

qualities of words—metarepresentational processes may be especially important. Semantic 

awareness is often evaluated using alternative naming tasks, specifically the Synonym 

Judgement task and the Homonym judgement task. These tasks require the ability to differentiate 

between what is being represented (e.g., picture or word) and how it is represented.  

Assessing metalinguistic awareness. 

Alternative naming tasks are often used to test different elements of children’s semantic 

awareness. In order to pass alternative naming tasks, children must understand that a word is an 

abstract representational vehicle that is not inherently tied to a single object or phenomena. For 

example, understanding that the words ‘street’ and ‘road’ refer to the same entity (synonym 

understanding), and conversely, the word ‘bat’ can refer both to a flying animal and to a piece of 

sports equipment (homonym understanding). The representations in these tasks have a 

propositional content: children must reason about the truthfulness of a statement by thinking 

about words as symbols of ideas. Consistent with the developmental trajectory of metalinguistic 

development more broadly, children tend to master the synonym and homonym task around four 

years of age (Doherty & Perner, 1998; Doherty, 2000; Garnham et al., 2002; Perner & Leahy, 

2015).  

 Synonyms—two words that refer to the same thing (e.g., bunny/rabbit)—require the 

metarepresentational capacity to understand an object (i.e., what is being represented) can be 

represented by two different word forms (i.e., how it is represented). The synonym judgment 

task, originally developed by Doherty and Perner (1998), was designed for preschool-aged 

children. In the task, children are shown a page with four images. To begin, a vocabulary check 

is conducted to ensure the child knows the meaning of terms used. Next, the child is introduced 
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to a puppet, and is told that it is the puppet’s job to say the “other name” for the object. The child 

is then shown the pictures again and asked to name the object (e.g., “bunny”). The puppet 

responds with either the correct synonym pair (e.g., rabbit) or the incorrect response (e.g., 

spoon), and then the child is asked: “is that what the puppet was supposed to say?” The synonym 

judgement task requires the ability to assess whether a linguistic representational propositional 

statement is judged to be correct or incorrect.  

 Homonyms—understanding that one word can represent two different entities—similarly 

require metarepresentational understanding. The Homonym Judgement task (Doherty, 2000) is 

designed to parallel the structure of the Synonym Judgement Task. To begin a vocabulary check 

is conducted to ensure the child knows the meaning of the terms being used. Next, a puppet is 

introduced, and the child is told it is the puppet’s job to point to the other picture with the same 

name. The child is instructed to point to a named object, such as ‘bat’ (e.g., baseball bat). Next, a 

puppet either correctly point to the other object with the same name (e.g., flying animal bat), or 

incorrectly points to an alternative item (e.g., bus). The child is then asked, “Is that what the 

puppet should’ve done?” The homonym task requires the understanding that two pictures can be 

represented by a single linguistic form.  

 The Colour-colour task is often used as an alternative naming control task (Perner & 

Leahy, 2015). The colour-colour task is designed to be structurally equivalent to the Synonym 

Judgement Task and the Homonym Judgement task. In this task, the child is tested on their 

colour vocabulary. Then, the child is shown a variety of pictures that have two colours (e.g., red 

and blue socks). Similarly, to the other alternative naming tasks previously described, this task 

requires children to name one colour and then evaluate if a puppet correctly names the other 

colour. Importantly, the Colour-Colour task presumably makes conflict inhibition demands, but 
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does not require metarepresentational skills because it does not require representing the same 

object in multiple ways (Perner, Stummer, Sprung & Doherty, 2002).  

Metalinguistic awareness and false belief understanding.  

 Over the last few decades, a great deal of research has been dedicated to understanding 

the relations between metalinguistic awareness and theory of mind (Doherty, 2000; Doherty & 

Perner, 1998; Perner & Leahy, 2015). This line of research provides evidence for significant 

correlations between metalinguistic awareness and false belief understanding (Doherty, 2000; 

Doherty & Perner, 1998; Farrar & Ashwell, 2012; Farrar, Ashwell & Maag, 2005; Hacin, 2016). 

Children are typically able to pass both the metalinguistic tasks and false belief tasks around four 

years of age (Edwards & Kirkpatrick, 1999; Wellman, Cross & Watson, 2001). However, the 

explanation for the strong association between these constructs is still debated. Similar cognitive 

processes, namely metarepresentational understanding, executive function, and language (see 

Figure 3).  may be important for the development of metalinguistic awareness and false belief 

understanding; yet, how these cognitive processes contribute to children’s success (or failure) on 

both types of tasks is not well understood. A variety of theories have been put forth to explain 

this association, including the Representational Processing theory. 
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Figure 3. Shared cognitive processes in false belief understanding and metalinguistic awareness. 

 Proponents of the Representational Processing theory suggests the shared 

metarepresentational demands of the metalinguistic tasks and false belief tasks explain this 

relation. As was previously discussed, according to the Representational Processing theory 

framework,  the association between these tasks is due to their shared reliance on the ability to 

differentiate between a sense (how it is represented), and the referent (the truth of the 

representation). For instance, the Synonym judgement requires the metarepresentational capacity 

differentiate between what is being represented (e.g., a rabbit; the referent), and how it is being 

represented (e.g., as both a bunny and a rabbit; the sense). Similarly, the false belief task requires 

the metarepresentational capacity to differentiate between what is being represented (i.e., 

contents of the box; the referent) and how the contents of the box are being represented (the true 

versus assumed contents; the sense). Doherty and Perner (1998) contend that by four years of age 

children begin to understand the representational nature of language and mental states and this 

conceptual change in representational understanding explains the association between false belief 

and metalinguistic task performance.  
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Additionally, the Representational Processing framework emphasizes the role of 

perspective taking in metarepresentation understanding. In recent years, Perner and colleagues 

(Perner, & Leahy, 2016; Perner, Huemer & Leahy, 2015) have utilized a ‘mental files’ computer 

based analogy to clarify the cognitive processes involved in representing multiple perspectives 

(or senses) on a representation. The mental files conceptualization suggests there is a specific 

cognitive mechanisms for storing and attaching representational qualities to a referent (Losada, 

2016; Perner & Leahy, 2015). For example, conceptualizing a person involves storing and 

anchoring a variety of representational properties (or mental files) to that person (or referent), 

such as ‘friend’, ‘tall’, ‘kind’, ‘blonde’ and so on. Vicarious mental files—representing (or 

creating mental files) for other representations (mental files)—may be particularly important for 

metarepresentation. With respect to metalinguistic awareness, proponents of the Mental Files 

Theory would suggest that success on metalinguistic tasks requires the ability to represent words 

from a variety of perspectives. For example, the Synonym Judgment Task requires children to 

not only represent the object from their own perspective (e.g., as a bunny), but also represent 

another agent’s perspective (i.e., as a rabbit). In other words, children must store a mental file for 

their representation (e.g., bunny file), as well as a vicarious mental file for the other agent’s 

perspective (e.g., rabbit file). Similarly, in false belief reasoning, children must hold a mental file 

for their own perspective (e.g., a file for the true location of an object), as well as a vicarious 

mental file for the other agent’s perspective (e.g., a file for the false representation of the location 

of the object). The ability to store and anchor multiple files to a single object or idea not only 

relies on representational capacities, it requires the ability to represent others’ perspective on a 

representation (metarepresentation). In other words, the ability to “bracket” one’s own 

perspective on a representation (mental file) and shift to an alternative perspective on the referent 
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(vicarious file) is essential to metarepresentation (Farrah & Ashwell, 2012). Therefore, 

champions of the Representational Processing Theory suggest that shared metarepresentational 

demands explains the association between the metalinguistic and false belief task performance.  

Related Cognitive Processes: The Role of Executive Function and Language  

 Given the breadth of the research previously described, it is clear that there is much more 

to the false belief tasks than theory of mind alone (Bloom & German, 2000). The focus of the 

current work is to determine the role of metarepresentation in false belief understanding; 

however, in order to effectively clarify the role of metarepresentation, other related cognitive 

processes must be controlled for. Specifically, children’s executive function and language skills 

must be controlled for because of the significant correlation between these skills and 

metarepresentational tasks. The relations between these processes and performance on the false 

belief, false sign and alternative naming tasks in preschool children are described below.  

Executive function. 

Executive function refers to the higher cognitive processes such as working memory, 

inhibition, and flexibility involved in the control of action, thought, and emotion that underlie 

goal-directed behaviour (Zelazo & Müller, 2010). Due to the advancements in the development 

of the prefrontal cortex during the preschool period children’s executive function improves 

significantly over this period (Müller & Kerns, 2015). A great deal of research has been 

dedicated to analyzing the role of executive function in the development of other higher-order 

cognitive mechanisms, including false belief understanding, false signs, and metalinguistic 

awareness.  
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False belief understanding & executive function. 

 The role of executive function in false belief understanding development has been a 

prominent focus of research in developmental psychology.  A recent meta-analysis that included 

102 studies (representing over 9,994 participants between the ages 3 to 6 years from 15 

countries) found a medium to large effect size (r = .38) for the relation between false belief 

understanding and executive function (Devine & Hughes, 2014). An analysis of 10 longitudinal 

studies supported an asymmetric relation between executive function and false belief 

understanding suggesting executive function predicts false belief understanding, but not the 

reverse (Devine & Hughes, 2014). Research focused on three-and-four-year-old children 

similarly found a significant correlation between executive function and false belief 

understanding controlling for chronological age, verbal ability and gender (Müller et al., 2012; 

Müller, Zelazo & Imrisek, 2005). Cross-cultural research has also identified a correlation 

between false belief understanding and executive function (Oh & Lewis, 2008; Sabbagh, Xu, 

Carlson, Moses, & Lee, 2006). These results support significant associations in the emergence of 

executive function and false belief understanding in young children.   

False belief understanding & conflict inhibition. 

 Conflict inhibition, a specific aspect of executive function, may be particularly important 

for theory of mind reasoning (Carlson, Claxton & Moses, 2015; Carlson & Moses, 2001). 

Conflict inhibition refers to the ability to inhibit a dominant response and shift to an alternative 

response while pursuing a goal. Carlson and Moses’s (2001) ‘Grass/Snow’ task is a prototypical 

measure of conflict inhibition in preschool aged children. The Grass/Snow task involves pointing 

to a green card when the experimenter says ‘snow’ and to a white card when the experimenter 

says ‘grass’. Young children find this task particularly difficult because they must inhibit a 
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dominant response (e.g., white card for snow), and switch to a non-dominant response (e.g., 

green card). Carlson and Moses (2001) found that conflict inhibition was significantly related to 

theory of mind development, and therefore suggest inhibition may facilitate false belief 

understanding.  

There are important reasons to infer a relationship between theory of mind and conflict 

inhibition. First, conflict inhibition and theory of mind may rely on similar neural regions in the 

frontal lobe (Fletcher et al., 1995); however, it should be noted that more recent evidence has 

suggested that the dorsal lateral prefrontal cortex is correlated with theory of mind, even after 

controlling for conflict inhibition (Sabbagh, Bowman, Evaire, & Ito, 2009). Second, false belief 

task success requires conflict inhibition (inhibiting one’s dominant or egocentric perspective), 

and switching to the other’s perspective (Farrah & Ashwell, 2012). Third, and finally, children 

with Autism Spectrum disorder may show difficulty with both inhibitory control (Christ, Holt, 

White & Green, 2007) and false belief tasks (Baron-Cohen, Leslie & Frith, 1985). However, it is 

important to note some research indicates that there are no inhibitory control deficits in children 

with Autism Spectrum Disorder (see review, Hill, 2004).  Thus, conflict inhibition skills may 

influence false belief task success, and thus should be controlled for when evaluating theory of 

mind understanding.    

Conflict inhibition & false sign understanding. 

 Conflict inhibition has also been found to predict preschoolers’ performance on the false 

sign task (Iao & Leekam, 2014; Sabbagh, Moses & Shiverick, 2006). Similarly, to the false 

belief task, in order to pass the false sign task children must inhibit their dominant response (i.e., 

true location of the object, or the true contents of a box) in favour of the false representation (i.e., 

arrow pointing in the wrong direction; deceptive label of box). However, no research to-date has 
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looked at the relation between conflict inhibition and false sign reasoning in the context of other 

cognitive processes (e.g., metarepresentation, perspective-taking, and language).   

Conflict Inhibition & metalinguistic awareness.   

Metalinguistic awareness involves the executive function capacity to inhibit a dominant 

response (e.g., prototypical understanding of words), and shift to an alternative aspect of 

language (e.g., sound, grammar, or semantics) (Farrar & Ashwell, 2012; van Kleeck, 1982). For 

example, Doherty’s (2000) homonym task (a metalinguistic awareness task) requires the 

inhibition of one meaning of a word (e.g., bat as flying animal) at the expense of an alternative 

meaning (e.g., bat as sports equipment). Additionally, conflict inhibition has also been shown to 

be significantly correlated with children’s understanding of rhyming (Farrar & Ashwell, 2012). 

Rhyming requires the inhibition of the literal meaning of words, which is dominant in everyday 

conversation, and the shifting to a focus on phonetics (speech sounds). Thus, reflecting on the 

different properties of words requires the inhibition of one perspective in favour of an alternative 

perspective on the same linguistic form (or meaning). 

Language 

Language & false belief understanding. 

Research suggests that language plays a significant role in the promotion of false belief 

understanding. For example, Milligan, Astington, and Dack’s (2007) meta-analysis found that 

across 104 studies (n = 9,000) language ability predicts false-belief understanding (but not the 

reverse) with a moderate effects size (r = 0.31; 95% CI) after controlling for chronological age. 

In this meta-analysis, language ability was operationally defined as general language, semantics, 

receptive vocabulary, syntax, and memory for complements (Milligan, Astington, & Dack, 2007, 

p. 634). Astington and Jenkins (1999) propose a unidirectional association between language and 
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false-belief understanding, such that earlier language ability may lead to improved false belief 

task performance later in development. Substantial evidence has supported this claim. For 

example, Hale and Flusberg (2003) demonstrated that language-based interventions improved 

children’s performance on false belief tasks. Additionally, it is important to consider the 

language demands of most false-belief task when interpreting these results. That is, some 

theorists see language as an important tool for structuring one’s understanding of belief states 

(see, de Villiers & de Villiers, 2000).  

Language & false sign understanding. 

 Little research has looked at the exact role of language in solving false sign problems. 

However, Iao and Leekman (2014) found that language (vocabulary knowledge) predicted 

performance of the false sign task. Given the verbal demands of the task—comprehension of the 

narrative and questions, eliciting a verbal response—the role of language in false sign tasks is not 

surprising. The role of language in false sign (representations) will be investigated further in the 

current work.    

Language & metalinguistic understanding. 

Metalinguistic awareness develops as language develops. As children learn language they 

become increasingly aware of the different aspects of language (e.g., grammar, phonetics, 

semantics etc.) (Flood & Salrus, 1982; Sharpe & Zelazo, 2002). For example, Smith and Tager-

Flusberg (1982), found that children’s receptive vocabulary (measured by the Peabody Picture 

Vocabulary Test) and sentence comprehension independently predicted their performance on a 

variety of metalinguistic tasks after controlling for chronological age. Metalinguistic 

understanding is part of children’s broader language development, and therefore the significant 

associations between metalinguistic awareness and language are expected.  
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The Present Study  

 The central objective of the present study is to evaluate the theoretical frameworks—

Theory of Mind Mechanism, Representational Processing Theory, the Executive Function 

theory, and the Representational Contents theory—proposed to explain the cognitive processes 

which contribute to the emergence of theory of mind. There is significant evidence for the 

importance of metarepresentation and executive function in false-belief understanding. However, 

how these cognitive mechanisms contribute to theory of mind development is less clear. By 

predicting false belief task performance from false sign task performance (non-mental pictorial 

representations), metalinguistic task performance (non-mental propositional representations) and 

conflict inhibition tasks, the role of metarepresentation and executive function in theory of mind 

understanding will be further clarified. For proposed statistical Models 1, 2, 3 and 4, see Table 1.   
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Table 1. 

 Proposed hierarchical linear regression models. 
 

Model 1  Model 2  Model 3  Model 4  
 
Block 1 
     Age (Months)  
     Expressive vocabulary 
 
Block 2 
    Age (Months)  
    Expressive vocabulary 
    Inhibitory control tasks 
Block 3 
    Age (Months)  
    Expressive vocabulary 
    Inhibitory control tasks  
    False Signs  
 
Block 4 
   Age (Months)  
    Expressive vocabulary 
    Inhibitory control tasks  
    False Signs  
    Metalinguistic Tasks  
 

 
Block 1 
     Age (Months)  
     Expressive vocabulary 
 
Block 2 
    Age (Months)  
    Expressive vocabulary 
    Inhibitory control tasks 
Block 3 
    Age (Months)  
    Expressive vocabulary 
    Inhibitory control tasks  
    False Signs  
 
 
 
 
 

 
Block 1 
     Age (Months)  
     Expressive vocabulary 
 
Block 2 
    Age (Months)  
    Expressive vocabulary 
    Inhibitory control tasks 
Block 3 
    Age (Months)  
    Expressive vocabulary 
    Inhibitory control tasks 
    Metalinguistic Tasks 
 

 
Block 1 
     Age (Months)  
     Expressive vocabulary 
 
Block 2 
    Age (Months)  
    Expressive vocabulary 
    Inhibitory control tasks 
 

 

Theory of mind mechanism theory. 

 Proponents of the Theory of Mind Mechanism Theory argues that theory of mind 

develops via an innate cognitive processes metarepresentational process which is unique to 

mental state understanding (Leslie, 1989). From this theoretical framework, the ability to 

represent others mental representations (metarepresentation) is a skill specific to theory of mind. 

All other cognitive processes such as language, executive function, and so on, play an auxiliary 

role representational reasoning (Cohen, Sasaki & German, 2015). The current study will evaluate 

this theory by determining whether variance in false-belief task performance would remain after 

partialling out the effects of metalinguistic task performance (Synonym and Homonym Task), 
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false sign task performance, conflict inhibition tasks, general language abilities and 

chronological age (Model 1). If there is no reduction in the amount of variance in false belief 

task performance then it would be inferred that these processes are not involved in mental state 

reasoning. The current study does not include all potential cognitive processes that could 

contribute to false belief reasoning (e.g., parent theory of mind, intelligence quotient etc.). As a 

result, we are unable to conduct a rigorous test of the domain-specific processes in theory of 

mind reasoning. However, if false-belief understanding emerges as a unique skill this will be 

considered preliminary evidence for a potential domain-specific metarepresentational mechanism 

for theory of mind reasoning. 

Representational processing theory. 

 In contrast to the Theory of Mind Mechanism theory, proponents of the Representational 

Processing Theory suggest that the ability to reason about mental states relies on a domain-

general conceptual change in representational understanding. In other words, all representational 

processes rely on the same ability to differentiate between what is being represented and how it 

is being represented (Perner, 1991). According to this framework, metalinguistic task 

performance will significantly predict false belief task performance, while controlling for age, 

language, and conflict inhibition tasks (Model 2). Similarly, false sign task performance will 

significantly predict false belief task performance, while controlling for age, language, and 

conflict inhibition tasks (Model 3). Further, there will be no significant difference between the fit 

of Model 2 and Model 3 because these tasks similarly rely on an understanding of 

metarepresentation. Additionally, this theory predicts the false belief tasks, false sign tasks, and 

metalinguistic tasks will be highly correlated. Evidence for the Representational Processing 

Theory would suggest that during the preschool period children experience a conceptual change 
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in representational understanding, thereby allowing them to solve false belief tasks, false sign 

tasks, and metalinguistic problems.  

Executive function theory. 

Proponents of the Executive Function Theory maintains that the relations between these 

constructs is due to a shared reliance on executive function skills, specifically conflict inhibition 

(Garnham & Garnham, 2000). False belief understanding (Devine & Hughes, 2014), the 

synonym and homonym judgement task (Farrar & Ashwell, 2012), and the false sign tasks (Iao 

& Leekman, 2014; Sabbagh, Moses & Shiverick, 2006) have been found to be significantly 

correlated with executive function. However, research to-date has not explored the contribution 

of executive function to all three metarepresentational tasks in one study, nor controlled for 

executive function in this relationship. See Figure 4 for a visual depiction of the Executive 

Function theory.  

 

Figure 4. Executive Function Theory. 

 
The hypotheses drawn from the Executive function theory are three-fold.  First, the 

Executive Function Theory framework predicts that conflict inhibition tasks will significantly 

predict false belief understanding, while controlling for language and chronological age (Model 

4).  The second prediction that follows from this theory is that both Model 2 and Model 3 will 

not be significant (because conflict inhibition tasks are controlled for). Finally, performance on 
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the colour-colour task will not be statistically different than performance on the Synonym or 

Homonym Judgement tasks, respectively. The colour-colour task is presumed to have the same 

executive function (conflict inhibition) demands as the Synonym or Homonym Judgement tasks, 

but not the same representational demands. Therefore, if there is no difference in performance on 

all three of these alternative naming tasks it would inferred that the executive function demands 

of the task, rather than the representational demands, would explain this association.  

Representational Content Theory. 

 As was previously discussed, Cohen, Sasaki and German (2015) emphasize the “content 

problem” in traditional research on the development of mental and non-mental representations. 

The content problem refers to difference the content of the representations in prototypical tasks 

used to assess non-mental representational (e.g., signs, photographs, maps), and mental 

representation tasks (e.g., false belief tasks). Specifically, the former (non-mental 

representations) involves pictorial representations, or representations with a physical 

instantiation (e.g., a false sign). By contrast, the latter (mental representations) have a 

propositional (sentence-like) content that is either true or false. For example, an agent’s 

knowledge of the location of an object cannot be partially correct—the item (or referent) either is 

or is not in a given location. Thus, in the current work, introducing the metalinguistic tasks  

provides an elegant way to assess non-mental representations that have the same (propositional) 

content as the mental representation tasks, allowing for a more direct assessment of the main 

research question: is there something unique about mental representations? Thus, I propose an 

novel prediction which contends that the content of the representation may be particularly 

important to understanding the development of mental representations. The central tenet of this 

theory is that metalinguistic tasks will better predict false belief performance, than false sign 
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tasks because of their shared representational content (see Figure 5).  Therefore, from the 

Representational Content Theory framework, it is hypothesized that metalinguistic tasks will 

significantly predict false belief task performance, over and above conflict inhibition tasks, 

language and age (Model 2). Additionally, the Representational Content Theory framework 

would predict that Model 2 will have a better fit compared to Model 3 (see above). Overall, the 

Representational Content Theory proposes that the ability to represent linguistic-propositional 

representations—exemplified by the unique relationship between false belief understanding and 

metalinguistic awareness—is the key cognitive mechanism involved in theory of mind 

development. 

 

Figure 5. Representational Content Theory. 

 
Hypotheses  

 I hypothesize that the Theory of Mind Mechanism Theory, Representational Processing 

Theory and Executive Function theory will not be supported in the current work. First, given the 

lack of empirical support for the Theory of Mind Mechanism Theory in previous work (see, 

Leekam et al.,  2008; Liu et al., 2018; Sabbagh, Moses & Shiverick, 2006), it is expected that the 

current study will also not support for this domain-specific account of false belief reasoning. 
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Second, it is predicted that performance on false signs and metalinguistic tasks will differ 

because the content of the representations (physical versus propositional) of these tasks is 

different. This finding would be inconsistent with the Representational Processing Theory, which 

suggests that both mental and non-mental representational understanding develop via a domain-

general change in metarepresentational understanding. Third, it is predicted that the Executive 

Function theory will also not be supported because previous research suggests there is something 

unique about false belief understanding over and above conflict inhibition (Liu, Wellman, Tardif 

& Sabbagh, 2008).  

 I predict that the Representational Content Theory will be supported. To review, the 

Representational Content Theory argues that propositional content of the representation is 

particularly important to reasoning metarepresentational development in mental and non-mental 

domains. In accordance with the Representational Content Theory, it is predicted that a model 

predicting False belief task performance from Synonym and Homonym Tasks while controlling 

for conflict inhibition, expressive vocabulary and age will be the best fitting model (Model 2). 

Specifically, Model 2 will have a superior fit than Model 3 which predicts false belief task 

performance from false sign task performance, controlling for conflict inhibition, language and 

age.  Additionally, it is predicted that the current model will replicate age-related advancements 

on the false belief, false sign and metalinguistic tasks. For a review of the key processes involved 

in false belief understanding as predicted by each theory, see Figure 6.  
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Figure 6. Predictions regarding the key process involved in false belief understanding by theory. 

 
The specific hypotheses of the current work are as follows: 

(1) Metalinguistic task performance will not predict false belief task performance, partialling 

out the effects of metalinguistic awareness, representation (false signs), chronological 

age, language abilities, and conflict inhibition (Model 1; Theory of Mind Mechanism 

Theory). 

(2) Metalinguistic task performance will significantly predict false belief understanding, 

partialling out the effects of chronological age, language abilities, and conflict inhibition 

(Model 2). 

(3) Model 2 will have a better fit than a model predicting false belief task performance using 

false sign tasks as predictors, partialling out the effects of chronological age, language 

abilities, and conflict inhibition (Model 3). 
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(4)  Model 2 will have a better fit than a model predicting false belief task performance using 

conflict inhibition as a predictor, partialling out the effects of chronological age and 

language abilities (Model 4). 

(5) Children will perform better of the Colour-Colour task than the both homonym and 

synonym task, respectively. 

(6) Age-related changes will be evident on children’s performance on false belief tasks, false 

sign tasks, and metalinguistic tasks.  
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Methods 

Participants 

 One-hundred and four (M age = 47.87 months, SD = 4.92 months, range = 38.72 – 56.77 

months; 41 males; 63 females) three (n = 48) and four (n = 56) year old children participated in 

this study. Participants were a convenience sample recruited through the Child Development Lab 

at the University of Victoria and from preschools in Victoria. Fifty-two (50%) were collected 

through the Child Development Lab, and fifty-two (50%) were collected through preschools. 

Children with developmental disorders were excluded from the study. An additional five 

children participated in the current study but were excluded. Two children were excluded 

because they refused to complete more than 50% of the tasks. Additionally, one twin from each 

of the three sets (n = 3) was randomly selected to be excluded in order to maintain the 

independence of the data. All children spoke English as their first language, and 2.86% (n = 3) 

children identified as bilingual (2 = English/French; 1 = English/Chinese).  

Measures  

False belief tasks.   

Change in location task. The change in location false belief task (adapted from Wellman  

& Liu, 2004) was used to evaluate children’s explicit false-belief understanding. In this task, 

children were introduced to a wooden figurine called Scott, who had lost his mittens. Then, a 

laminated picture of a backpack and closet were placed on the table. Children were told that 

Scott’s mittens are really in his backpack, but that Scott thinks his mittens are in the closet. Then 

children were asked where Scott will look for his mittens (target question) and where Scott’s 

mittens are really (control question). The task was scored out of 1 (0 = incorrect; 1 = correct). To 
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receive a score of 1, children were required to answer both the target question correctly (i.e., 

“closet”) and control question correctly (i.e., “backpack”) (see Appendix A for task scripts).   

Unexpected contents task. The unexpected contents task was also used as a measure of  

false belief understanding. In this task, adapted from Gopnik and Astington (1989), children 

were shown a Smarties candy box, and asked what they thought was inside (e.g., Smarties). The 

box was then opened to reveal that there were actually pencils inside, and closed back up. Next, a 

new character, Penguin Pete (a stuffed animal), was introduced, and children were told that 

Penguin Pete had never seen inside the box. Children were then asked what Penguin Pete will 

think is in the box (target question), and what is in the box really (control question). This task 

was scored out of 1 (0 = incorrect; 1 = correct). To receive a score of 1, children had to answer 

both the target question correctly (i.e., “Smarties”) and the control question (i.e., “pencils”) 

correctly (see Appendix B for task scripts). 

Metalinguistic tasks. 

Synonym Judgement task. The Synonym Judgement Task (Doherty & Perner, 1998) was  

used as a measure of children’s metalinguistic awareness, specifically their understanding that 

two different words can refer to the same object. This task consisted of three phases: a 

vocabulary check phase, a modelling phase, and a test phase. In the vocabulary check phase, 

children were presented with A4 sized laminated paper that contained four images (two target 

items, and two distractors). Children were then asked to point to a variety of pictures to ensure 

that they understood the meaning of the synonym pairs. For example, children were asked to 

point to the ‘woman’, then, in a subsequent trial, children were asked to point to the ‘lady’ 

(demonstrating an understanding of the synonym pair). This process was repeated for all 
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synonym pairs. In order to proceed to the modelling and test phases, children had to correctly 

identify at least 4 out of the 6 synonym pairs.  

In the modelling phase, children were introduced to a puppet, Goofy, who was going to 

play the game with them. Children were asked to provide one name for an object indicated by the 

experimenter (e.g., bunny). Children were then told it was the Goofy’s job to say the other name 

(e.g., rabbit), not the name they said. After being reminded of the name they had chosen for the 

object, children were asked what Goofy should say. Children responded to the question, and then 

the experimenter provided (or repeated) the correct response, and explained why it would be 

incorrect for Goofy to say the same name as the child (e.g., bunny), or an alternative name (e.g., 

house). 

 In the test phase, children were reminded how to play the game, and then asked to name 

an object (e.g., mug). After their response, Goofy provided either a correct (e.g., cup) or an 

incorrect (e.g., star) response, and children were asked if that was what Goofy was supposed to 

say (test question). Children were given a score of 1 if they correctly answered the test question, 

and a score 0 if they did not. Three test trials were administered, therefore the task was scored 

out of a total of three. See Appendix C for scripts.  

Homonym Judgement task. The ‘Homonym Judgment task’ (Doherty, 2000) followed  

the same procedure as the Synonym task (vocabulary, model, and test phases); however, in this 

task children were asked to identify two different objects that have the same name. All pictures 

were displayed on an A4 page which had two target items (i.e., knight/night) and two distractors 

(i.e., bus, monkey). In the vocabulary check phase, children were asked to point to a variety of 

items to ensure they understood the meaning of all homonym pairs. To continue to the model and 

test phase children had to correctly identify at least 4 of the 5 homonym pairs.  
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In the modelling phases, children were introduced to a puppet, Donald Duck, who was going to 

play the game with them. Children were asked to provide one name for the object indicated by 

the experimenter (e.g., bat). Children were then told it was Donald Duck’s job to point to the 

other picture with the same name. After being reminded which object they selected (e.g., 

baseball bat), children were asked which picture Donald Duck should point to. The child pointed 

to an item, and then the experimenter responded by confirming or correcting the child’s response 

by pointing correct response (e.g., flying bat). This was followed by an explanation as to why it 

would be incorrect for Donald Duck to point to the same picture the child pointed to or an item 

with a different name. 

 In the test phase, children were reminded of how to play the game, and then asked to 

point to a named object (e.g., finger nail). Next, Donald Duck either pointed to the correct image 

(e.g., hardware nail) or an incorrect image (e.g., monkey). After each response, children were 

asked if that is what Donald Duck should’ve done (test question). Children were given a score of 

1 if they correctly answered the test question, and a score 0 if they did not. Three test trials were 

administered, therefore the task was scored out of a total of three. See Appendix D for scripts.  

Control measures.  

Conflict inhibition. 

Grass-snow task (Carlson & Moses, 2001). In this task, two cut out felt hand prints were 

placed on the table in front of the child, and a 15 cm by 15 cm green card and white card were 

placed to the child’s left and right, respectively. To begin, children were asked what colour snow 

was and what colour grass was to ensure they understood this association. Children were then 

instructed to place their hands on the cut-out hand shapes, and were told that they were going to 

play a silly opposites game. The experimenter explained that in this game children were to point 
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to the white card when they said ‘grass’, and the green card for ‘snow’, and return their hands 

back onto the felt after each point. Two practice trials were administered. If children did not 

respond correctly, the experimenter provided corrections. If after three corrections children did 

not understand the game, the game was over and the child received a score of 0. Children who 

passed the practice trial completed 16 consecutive test trials. Children received 2 points if they 

responded correctly, 1 point for a self-corrected response (i.e., pointed to the incorrect card 

originally and then corrected their response), and 0 if they responded incorrectly. The task was 

scored out of a total of 32. See Appendix E for scripts. 

Head-Toes-Knees-Shoulders task. The Head-Toes-Knees-Shoulders task (McClelland et  

al., 2014) was designed to evaluate children’s ability to inhibit a typical response in favour of an 

alternative response. To begin, children were asked what they would normally do if they were 

asked to touch their head (e.g.., touch their head), or touch their toes. Children were then told 

that they were going to play a silly opposites game. In the silly, game when the experimenter 

asked them to touch their head they should touch their toes (and vice versa ‘touch your toes’ they 

should touch their head). Children completed four practice tests and then continued to play the 

‘opposites game’ for 10 more trials. Children received a score of 2 for a correct response, a score 

of 1 for a self-corrected response (i.e., responded incorrectly and self-corrected to the correct 

action), and a score of 0 for an incorrect response. Children had to receive a score of 10 or 

greater (out of a total of 20) to continue to the second part of the task. In the second part, two 

additional commands were added: touch your knees and touch your shoulders. Children were 

reminded that we were playing the silly game (e.g., if the experimenter says touch your knees 

they should touch their shoulders, and vice versa) and then completed four practice trials with the 

new commands. After the practice had been completed, all four actions were combined (i.e., 
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head, toes, knees, shoulders) for 10 additional test trials. Trials were scored using the same 

scoring method as described previously (2 – correct; 1- self-correct; 0 - incorrect) and children 

were given a score out of twenty. Children were then given an overall score out of forty 

(combining both the head-shoulders, and head-shoulder-knees-toes phases). The commands were 

all given in the same fixed order. For script, see Appendix F.  

False Sign Tasks (Non-Mental Representations). 

False Sign (location). The false sign location task (Sabbagh, Moses & Shiverick, 2006) 

was used to measure children’s understanding of non-mental representations. In the first part of 

the task, children were introduced to a character, Kim (3-inch wooden figurine), and shown a 

board with an arrow on a cardboard card that either pointed to the red house or the green house 

(see Appendix F for photograph of materials). Children were then told that Kim uses the arrow to 

let people know there she is playing. The arrow was then moved from house to house (four 

times) and each time the arrow was moved children were asked where the arrow showed Kim 

was playing. These trials were completed to ensure children understood the meaning of the 

arrow. Children were then introduced to a new character, Sam (3-inch wooden figurine), and 

were told that Sam and Kim were trying to decide which house to play in. As the narrative 

proceeded, children were told that Sam is hungry and needs leaves to get a snack, but before he 

went he asked Kim how he will know how to find her when he gets back. Kim reassured him that 

she will leave the arrow pointing to which house she is playing in so she can find him. Sam was 

then removed from the table, and the arrow was moved to the red house (and Kim was put inside 

the red house). Children were then told that Kim was going to play in the green house instead 

(and she is moved to that location), but Kim had forgotten to change the arrow. Then, the 

experimenter brought Sam back to the table, and asked the children where the arrow said Kim 
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was (representational-change question), and where Kim was really (control question). Children 

received a score of 1 if they answered both the representational change question (e.g., red house) 

and the control question (e.g., green house) correctly, and a score 0 if one or both questions were 

answered incorrectly. See Appendix G for scripts.  

False Sign (contents). The false sign task (adapted from Ioa, Leekman, Perner, 

McConachie, 2011) tests children’s understanding of the representational quality of labels. In 

this task, children were shown a crayon box and asked what they thought was inside. Children 

were then shown that there were actually candles inside, and the box was closed. Children were 

then asked what they now thought was in the box (control question), and what the label shows is 

inside the box (test question). Children received a score of 1 if they answered both the control 

question (i.e., candles), and the test question (i.e., crayons) correctly, and a score of 0 if one or 

both questions were answered incorrectly. See Appendix H for scripts.  

Alternative-Naming Task. 

Colour-colour task. The Colour-Colour test, adapted from Perner, Stummer, Sprung and 

Doherty’s (2002) alternative naming task, is designed to assess children’s ability to name one of 

two colours displayed on an object. The Colour-Colour task has three phases: the vocabulary 

check phase, the model phase and the test phase. In the vocabulary check phase, children were 

shown two A4 sheets each with 4 colours and were asked to point to the named colours. If 

children were able to correctly identify all 8 colours they proceeded to the modeling phase. In the 

modeling phase, children were introduced to a puppet, Mickey Mouse, who was going to play 

the game with them. Children were then shown a 20 cm by 20 cm paper with an image 

containing two colours (i.e., a green and yellow tree). Then children were told that is was the 

puppet’s job to say one colour (e.g., green) and it was their job to say the other colour (e.g., 
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yellow). After children responded, the experimenter provided (or repeated) the correct response 

(e.g., green) and explained why this was the correct choice, and also indicated why saying the 

same colour as Mickey (e.g., yellow) or an alternative colour (e.g., pink) would be incorrect. In 

the test phase, children were first reminded of the rules of the game. Then, children were shown 

three new two-coloured images in succession. With each image, children were asked to name 

one colour on the picture, then Mickey would name a colour (providing either a correct or 

incorrect response), and children were asked if that was what Mickey should have said. Children 

received a score of 1 for a correct response, and a score of 0 for an incorrect response for each 

test trial (out of a total of three). See Appendix I for task script.  

Expressive Vocabulary subtest from the Kauffman Assessment Battery for Children, 

2nd edition.  

The Kaufmann Assessment Battery for Children, second edition (K-ABC-II) Expressive 

vocabulary sub-test was used to evaluate children’s general expressive language abilities. In this 

task, children were shown a standardized series of images, and asked to name each picture. 

Children received a score of 1 for a correct response, and a score of 0 for an incorrect response 

for each trial. The task was discontinued after four consecutive scores of zero. Scores were 

calculated by subtracting the number of errors from the ceiling item.  

Procedure  

 Children were tested individually by an experimenter in one 30 minute session either at 

Child Development Lab at the University of Victoria or their preschools. The ethics board at the 

University of Victoria approved the current work. Written consent was obtained from the 

preschool supervisor (where applicable) and the child’s parent or guardian prior to testing. 

Additionally, verbal assent was obtained from each child before beginning the tasks. In both the 
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Child Development Lab and in Preschool setting, children were tested in quiet space with 

minimal distractions. A fixed task order was selected in order to separate tasks which made 

similar cognitive demands and to facilitate comparison among tasks (see, Carlson & Moses, 

2001). Tasks were administered in the following fixed order: K-ABC, false belief – unexpected 

contents task, synonym judgement task, false sign (location) task, head-shoulders-knees toes 

task, colour-colour task, snow/grass, homonym judgement task, false belief – location-change 

task, and the false sign (contents) task.  

Child Development Lab.  

Children tested in the Child Development Lab were  part of a larger longitudinal study. 

Tasks were presented to the children in the same fixed order at the beginning of a longer testing 

session. Therefore, fatigue and interference of other cognitive measures were not a concern. 

Children received stickers throughout their participation. Additionally, to thank families for 

participating in the longitudinal project, children received a small prize after completing the 

tasks, and parents received a $20 honorarium.   

Preschools. 

Children tested at preschools also completed the tasks in the fixed order described above. 

Children received stickers throughout their participation. The preschool centre received a picture 

book as a token of appreciation for their participation. 

Data Analysis Plan  

The hypotheses of the current work was tested using both a traditional null hypothesis 

statistical testing (NHST) approach, as well as a Bayesian hypothesis testing approach. In the 

NHST approach, zero-order correlations was presented for all measures, and aggregate scores. 

Partial correlations will be estimated for false belief, false sign, and metalinguistic tasks 
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(controlling for conflict inhibition and expressive vocabulary). Gender differences in 

performance was evaluated using independent samples t-tests. Hierarchical linear regressions 

was used evaluate the proposed models (See Table 1). Simple linear regression was used to 

predict task performance (false belief, false sign, and metalinguistic) from age (in months). 

Finally, Chi-Square Tests was used to compare performance on the alternative naming tasks (the 

Synonym Judgement task, Homonym judgement task and the colour-colour task).  

All data was also analysed using Bayesian analysis methods in order to provide a more 

comprehensive and informative statistical assessment of both the null and alternative hypothesis 

(Ly et al., 2017). The Bayesian approach was used in addition to the NHST approach because it 

provides information on the likelihood of the data given the null and alternative hypothesis. The 

use of the Bayesian approach is especially beneficial in the current work because this method 

allows us to determine if the data is inconclusive (i.e., no evidence for either the null or 

alternative hypothesis). In other words, if NHST approach suggest we should accept the null 

hypothesis, the Bayesian model can determine if the null is more likely than the alternative, or if 

more evidence is required (i.e., the data is inconclusive). Bayesian correlations was presented for 

each measure to determine the size of the effect of the associations. Additionally, Partial 

Bayesian correlations was used to determine the amount of evidence for the association between 

false belief tasks, false sign tasks, and metalinguistic tasks (controlling for conflict inhibition and 

expressive vocabulary). Gender differences was evaluated using Bayesian Independent t-tests. 

Bayesian linear regression analyses was used to predict performance on the false belief, false 

sign, metalinguistic, conflict inhibition and language tasks from age (in months). Bayesian linear 

regression analyses was conducted to evaluate the likelihood of each of the proposed models in 
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comparison to a null model, as well as in comparison to the best possible model. Finally, 

Bayesian contingency tables was used to compare performance on the alternative naming tasks. 

 In the NHST framework, scientists draw inferences from their data in such a way that 

over the long run (i.e., many replications from random samples of the same population), they are 

able to maintain a particular (and low) error rate for their conclusions. In most psychological 

research, scientists are concerned with the possibility of making Type I errors (i.e., false 

positives), and therefore draw inferences only when the long-run possibility of their making a 

Type I error is small (e.g.,  5%).  A p-value is the probability of observing a given effect (or one 

more extreme) given that the null hypothesis is true, and if a scientist rejects the null hypothesis 

when p < .05 (when the rules of NHST are followed), they should only be mistaken about the 

null hypothesis approximately 5% of the time.  

The p-value, however, does not quantify the likelihood of the null hypothesis (H0) or the 

alternative hypothesis (H1). A p-value < .05 is often interpreted as strongly in favour of the 

alternative hypothesis over the null hypotheses; however, NHST analyses do not quantify the 

support for the null hypotheses nor the alternative hypotheses. Therefore, accepting an 

alternative hypothesis via a traditional NHST method is logically invalid (Wagenmakers et al., 

2018a). As a result of the limitations of the information provided by the p-value in NHST 

approach, Bayesian analyses will also be conducted to supplement the results.  

Bayesian analyses will extend the classical NHST statistical testing approach by 

providing a more comprehensive assessment of the hypotheses. Bayesian hypothesis testing 

allows for the quantification of evidence for each hypothesis (Ly et al., 2017). Bayesian analyses 

are based on a probability theory which can be used to test the likelihood of a given hypothesis 

via the bayes factor (BF). A BF is defined as: “the degree to which the data sway our belief from 
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one to the other hypothesis” (Etz & Vandekerckhove, 2016, p.4). BFs provide evidence (1) in 

favour of the alternative hypothesis (H1; evidence in favour of an effect) (2) in favour of the null 

hypotheses (H0; evidence in favour of an absence of an effect); and (3) evidence that is 

ambiguous, favouring neither H1 or H0 (Wagenmakers et al., 2018b). The interpretation of the 

BF changes via the numerator and denominator in the ratio. The BF01 is the likelihood of the null 

hypotheses over the alternative hypothesis, and is interpreted as evidence in favour of the null 

hypotheses. For example, a BF10 (1/BF01) is H1 over H0, and is interpreted as the likelihood of 

the outcome under the alternative hypothesis. For example, a BF10 = 15 means that the observed 

data are 15 times more under H1 than H0 (no effect). Whereas, the inverse, a BF01 = 4 would 

indicate that the data are 4 time more likely under H0 than under H1. Additionally, Bayesian 

modeling approach allows for the specification of the prior distribution. The Bayesian hypothesis 

testing approach allows for quantification of the data in support for H1 relative to H0. 

Data Strategy 

The central advantage of the Bayesian analyses, in comparison to an null hypothesis 

significance testing (NHST) approach, is the ability to quantify evidence in favour of H1 in 

comparison to H0. By contrast, the NHST approach uses the p-value to determine significance, 

which is conditional on the null hypothesis being true, In other words, the BF allows for 

quantification of the amount of evidence (the degree of belief) in favour of each hypothesis, 

rather than simply detecting whether the observed data are (un)likely to have come from a 

population where the null hypothesis is true. The BF is a “thermometer for the intensity of the 

evidence”, and provides the likelihood of each hypotheses being true (Wagenmakers et al., 

2018a, p. 46). In the Bayesian model, hypotheses are not “violently biased against the null” (like 
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the classical significance tests) but rather evaluate the likelihood of evidence in favour of the null 

given the data.  

Additionally, data collection does not need to reach a specific set-point before Bayesian 

analyses can be completed. This is especially helpful for studies with difficult to recruit 

populations, such as young children. Data collection can continue until the evidence is 

compelling, or resources have diminished and hypotheses can be evaluated as data is 

accumulated (Wagenmakers et al., 2018a). Although, Bayes Factors are limited by small sample 

sizes, the results will indicate that the data is inconclusive and no conclusions can be drawn in 

favour of the null or alternative hypothesis. Whereas, in frequentist approaches, small sample 

sizes often result in greatly underpowered studies, which is especially common in psychological 

science (Wagenmakers, Verhagen & Ly, 2016). For a review of the advantages of Bayesian 

inference over classical NHST, see Wagenmakers and colleagues (2018a).  

Interpreting bayes factors. 

The Bayes Factor (BF) provides a continuous scale of evidence for H1 relative to H0,  

which can be interpreted using cut-offs provided by Jeffreys (see Table 11). When using the 

Bayesian inference approach with BFs, there is a potential for false positive evidence (FPE; 

strong evidence for H1 when H0 is correct) or false negative evidence (FNE; strong evidence for 

evidence H0 when H1 is correct). To avoid misleading evidence, evidential thresholds for BF, or 

design priors, must be set a priori and should be based on the expected research design, and 

sample size. The current analyses uses a ‘fixed n’ design. Within this design, data collection was 

stopped based on availability of resources at a sample size (n = 104), and the strength of 

evidence (and misleading evidence) was determined a priori based on this selected design. 

According to Schönbrodt and Wagenmakers (2018) for a sample of n = 100 (δ =	0.5) (using a 
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fixed n design), BF thresholds of H1 = 6 and H0 = 1/6 are reasonable. These evidential 

thresholds drop the FPE rate from 0.9% to 0.6% and the dropping the FNE rate from 0.3% to 

virtually 0%. For the purposes of the current work, 1/6 < BF < 6 were considered inconclusive 

(i.e., no sufficient evidence for H1 or  H0) (based on the simulation from, Schönbrodt & 

Wagenmakers, 2018). By setting these specific evidential thresholds, the rate of finding 

misleading evidence (i.e., FPE or FNE) lowers considerably.  

Table 2.  
 
A basic heuristic for interpreting Bayes Factors 
(adapted from Jeffreys, 1961). 
 

Bayes Factor  Interpretation  
> 100  Extreme evidence for H1 
30 - 100  Very strong evidence for H1 
10 - 30 Strong evidence for H1 
3 - 10 Moderate evidence for H1  
1 - 3 Anecdotal evidence for H1  
1 No evidence  
1/3 - 1 Anecdotal evidence for H0  
1/10 - 1/3 Moderate evidence for H0  
1/30 - 1/10 Strong evidence for H0  
1/100 - 1/30 Very strong evidence for H0  
< 1/100  Extreme evidence for H0 

 

Informed prior distributions. 

 A prior probability distribution, often referred to simply as the prior, is the expected 

belief in the posterior distribution before data is evaluated. In the current work, the prior used for 

all Bayesian analyses was the JZN prior with a default prior scale. The JZN prior assumes that 

the effect sizes under H1 follow a Cauchy distribution. The Cauchy prior width (the default in 

JASP) is used for the effect size of the model. The Cauchy prior implies when r=x then 50% of 

the values lie between the positive x-value and the negative x-value. For example, with  r = .85, 
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50% of values lie between -0.85, and +0.85. The Cauchy prior is centered around (a median) of 

zero and was used for all Bayesian analysis. 
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Results 
Data Preparation 

Data was analyzed using R (Version 1.1.447) and JASP (Version 0.8.6) [Computer 

software]. All frequentist analyses—descriptive statistics, t-tests, regression analyses, and chi-

square tests—were calculated in R using the following packages: ‘car’ (Fox & Weisberg, 2011), 

‘psych’(Reville, 2018), ‘apaTables’ (Stanley, 2018), ‘ppcor’ (Kim, 2015), ‘ggplot2’(Wickham, 

2009). Bayesian analyses were calculated using JASP (https://jasp-stats.org) and in R using the 

‘BayesMed’ (Nuijten, Wetzels, Matzke, Dolan & Wagenmakers, 2015) and ‘BayesFactor’ 

packages (Morey & Rouder, 2015).  

 All data were complete: there were no missing cases on any measure for any participant. 

Data entry was reviewed to ensure no input errors were made. No outliers outside of 95% 

confidence interval were identified. Aggregate scores (sums of scores on tasks measuring the 

same construct) were created prior to analyses. For example, scores on the false belief location 

task and the false belief contents task were added to produce an aggregate false belief score. 

Aggregate scores were also created for metalinguistic tasks (Synonym Judgment Task + 

Homonym Judgement Task), false sign tasks (false sign location + false sign contents), and for 

conflict inhibition tasks (Grass/Snow + Head-Shoulder-Knees-Toes).  

Descriptive Statistics 

 Table 2 shows descriptive statistics for all individual tasks completed. Table 3 shows 

descriptive statistics for the aggregate scores for false belief tasks, false sign tasks, metalinguistic 

tasks, and conflict inhibition tasks. Independent t-tests show no significant (p < .05 level) gender 

differences on expressive vocabulary, conflict inhibition, false belief tasks, false sign tasks, or 

metalinguistic tasks (see Table 4). The percent of control questions answered correctly and the 

percent of correct responses overall on the false belief, false sign and metalinguistic tasks are 
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displayed in Table 5. Table 6 shows the percent of vocabulary items known on the Synonym 

Judgement Task and Homonym Judgement Task, respectively. An average scaled score for  

overall performance on the K-ABC revealed that, in general, children’s expressive vocabulary 

task performance was in the high average range.  

Bayesian independent t-tests with Cauchy prior centred at zero and a standard prior width set to 

0.707 were computed in JASP to determine if there were gender differences on expressive 

vocabulary, conflict inhibition, false belief tasks, false sign tasks, or metalinguistic tasks. The 

data supports neither the null hypothesis (no gender differences) nor the alternative hypothesis 

(gender differences) on all dependent measures (expressive vocabulary, conflict inhibition, false 

belief tasks, false sign tasks and metalinguistics tasks) the Bayes Factors are not sensitive to the 

prior widths.  All BF10  fell in the inconclusive range (1/6 < BF < 6), therefore no conclusions 

regarding gender differences can be made at this time. Further data collection is required. See 

Table 4 for BF10 values. 

 

Table 3. 

Mean, range and standard deviations of all variables (N = 104). 
 

Variable N Range M SD 
Age (months) 104 38.73 – 56.78 47.87 4.49 
False Belief - Contents 104 0 - 1 0.28 0.45 
False Belief – Location  104 0 - 1 0.39 0.49 
False Sign - Contents 104 0 - 1 0.63 0.49 
False Sign - Location 104 0 - 1 0.72 0.45 
Synonym Judgment task 104 0 - 3 2.12 1.17 
Homonym Judgement task 104 0 - 3 1.34 1.41 
Colour-Colour 104 0 - 3 2.67 0.70 
Grass/Snow 104 0 - 32 11.55 12.72 
Head-Shoulders-Knees-Toes  104 0 - 40  19.15 11.44 
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Expressive Vocabulary 104 9 - 30 20.03 3.89 
Note. M and SD are used to represent means and standard deviations, respectively.  
 

 

 

Table 4.  

Mean, range and standard deviations for aggregate scores (N = 104). 
 

Variable N Range M SD 
False Belief Tasks 104 0 – 2 .66 .76 
False Sign Tasks 104 0 – 2 1.35 .76 
Metalinguistic Tasks 104 0 – 6 3.45 2.05 
Conflict Inhibition Tasks 104 0 – 71 30.70 21.45 

Note. M and SD are used to represent means and standard deviations, respectively. 
 
 
 

Table 5. 

 Independent Sample t-tests and Bayesian Independent t-tests predicting task 
performance from gender. 

   Frequentist Bayesian 
Dependent Variable t(df) p-value BF₁₀ error % 
Expressive vocabulary   .78(102) .43 0.278  0.035  
Conflict inhibition  1.38(102) .17 0.491  5.208e -5  
False belief tasks  -.47(102) .34 0.234  0.032  
False sign tasks  .58(102) .57 0.245  0.033  
Metalinguistic tasks  -1.123(102) .26 0.370  6.188e -5  

*Note. Gender is the predictor. Frequentist refers to a traditional Student’s independent t-test approach. df 
refers to degrees of freedom. Bayesian refers to the results of the Bayesian Independent samples t-test. 
BF10 is the evidence in favour of the alternative hypothesis over the null hypothesis. Bayesian analyses 
use a Cauchy (prior width = 0.707).  
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Table 6. 

 Percent of correct responses on control questions and overall. 

               Percent Correct 
Task     Control Question    Overall 

False Belief Contents 94.23 27.89 

False Belief Location 56.62 38.46 

False Sign Contents 87.50 62.50 

False Sign Location 79.81 72.12 

Synonym Judgement Task ___ 55.70 

Homonym Judgement Task ___ 35.70 
 

*Note. Percent correct refers to the percent of children who passed the 
False belief tasks (score: 1/1), False Sign tasks (score: 1/1), and received 
a perfect score on the Synonym and Homonym Judgement Task (score: 
3/3, respectively).  

 
   

 

  Table 7. 

Percent of children who identified both items from synonym or homonym pairs in the vocabulary 
check, and the percent of children who passed the vocabulary check. 
 

Synonym Pairs % known Homonym Pairs % known 

Bunny / Rabbit 91.3 Bat (baseball/animal) 58.7 

Cup / Mug 76.9 Letter (mail/alphabet) 51.0 
T.V. / television 87.5 Nail (finger/hardware) 63.5 
Present / gift 81.7 Glasses (spectacles/drinking) 74.0 
Street / Road 95.2 Night /Knight 73.1 
Woman / Lady 93.3   
Passed (4/6) 95.0 Passed (4/5) 50.9 
*Note. To pass the vocabulary check on the Synonym task children must identify 4 out of 6 synonym pairs. 
To pass the vocabulary check on the homonym task children must identify 4 out of 5 homonym pairs.   
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Correlations 

Zero-order correlations. Zero-order correlations for all tasks are displayed in Table 7. 

All tasks measuring the same construct (i.e., false belief contents and false belief location 

change) were significantly correlated at the p < .05 level. The false belief tasks were not 

significantly correlated with any other measure. The Grass/Snow (conflict inhibition) task was 

significantly correlated with all tasks (except the false belief tasks). The Head-Shoulders-Knees-

Toes (conflict inhibition) task was significantly correlated with all tasks (except the false belief 

tasks, and the false sign contents task). Expressive vocabulary was significantly correlated with 

all tasks (except the false belief tasks and the Homonym Judgement Task). Table 8 shows zero-

order correlations for the aggregate scores. The zero-order correlations follow a similar pattern as 

seen with the correlations among individual tasks. Conflict inhibition was significantly correlated 

with the metalinguistic and false sign tasks respectively, but not with the false belief tasks. 

Expressive vocabulary was also significantly correlated with the metalinguistic and false sign 

tasks, but not the false belief tasks. Overall, correlation analyses indicate the control variables 

(conflict inhibition and expressive vocabulary) were significantly correlated with false sign and 

metalinguistic tasks, and false belief tasks were not significantly correlated with any measure.   

Bayesian correlations. Bayesian correlations with Cauchy prior centred at zero with a 

standard prior width set to 0.707 were calculated in JASP. In Bayesian correlation analyses, data 

which is more likely under (or favour) the alternative hypothesis is interpreted as evidence for an 

association between the constructs; whereas, data which is more likely under (or favour) the null 

hypothesis is interpreted as evidence for a lack of association between constructs. Table 6 shows 

the BF for the association between all individual tasks included in the current analyses. BF10  

factors indicate a similar trend that was identified in the frequentists analyses.   
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Table 6 also shows the correlation between the control tasks—conflict inhibition and 

expressive vocabulary—and the core constructs. The BF10 > 6 criterion was used to evaluate the 

evidence in favour of the alternative and null hypotheses. The Bayesian correlation analyses 

revealed the data was more likely under the alternative hypothesis than the null  hypothesis for 

the association between control tasks (conflict inhibition tasks (Grass/Snow and Head-Shoulders-

Knees-Toes) and expressive vocabulary) and the metalinguistic tasks and false belief tasks; 

however, the evidence favoured the null for the association between the control tasks and the 

false belief tasks.  

 Table 7 shows the Bayesian correlations between the aggregate scores for each task—

conflict inhibition, false belief, false sign, and metalinguistic tasks—and expressive vocabulary. 

An association between conflict inhibition and metalinguistic tasks were 20663.84 times more 

likely under the alternative than the null hypothesis. Additionally, an association between 

conflict inhibition and the false sign task was 21.81 times more likely under the alternative than 

the null hypothesis. Additionally, these analyses indicated that data favoured the alternative 

hypothesis for the association between expressive vocabulary and the following tasks: conflict 

inhibition task performance (BF10 =.36.28), metalinguistic tasks (BF10 = 38.63) and false sign 

tasks (BF10 =29.29). However, evidence was 8.33 times more likely under the null hypothesis for 

the  an  association between the false belief and metalinguistic tasks, and 7.14 times more likely 

under the null for an association between false belief and false sign tasks. All other Bayesian 

correlations did not provide sufficient evidence in favour of either the alternative nor null 

hypotheses. 
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Table 8.  

Zero-order correlations and Bayesian Correlations  between all false belief, false sign, metalinguistic, executive function and control tasks. 

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1. False Belief - Contents —         
 

2. False Belief – Location  .30** 
(14.56) —         

3. False Sign - Contents -.01 
(.12) 

-.04 
(.13) —        

4. False Sign - Location .20* 
(.86) 

.01 
(.12) 

.32** 
(23.35) —       

5. Synonym Judgment task .09 
(.18) 

-.03 
(.13) 

.13 
(.28) 

.17 
(.55) —      

6. Homonym Judgement task -.04 
(.13) 

.02 
(.13) 

.12 
(.24) 

.09 
(.18) 

.26** 
(3.94) —     

7. Colour-Colour .08 
(.16) 

-.03 
(.13) 

.18 
(.61) 

.05 
(.14) 

.24* 
(2.13) 

.14 
(.34) —    

8. Grass/Snow .07 
(.14) 

.05 
(.14) 

.24* 
(.49) 

.28** 
(1.45) 

.34*** 
(32.42) 

.31*** 
(41.74) 

.21* 
(7.11) —   

9. Head-Shoulders-Knees-Toes  .05 
(.16) 

.06 
(.14) 

.17 
(2.15) 

.22* 
(7.13) 

.33*** 
(63.15) 

.33*** 
(19.03) 

.28** 
(1.10) 

.57*** 
(6178e+4) — 

 

10. Expressive Vocabulary .14 
(.33) 

.14 
(.32) 

.20* 
(.87) 

.33*** 
(42.03) 

.41*** 
(1095.71) 

.14 
(.34) 

.28** 
(7.47) 

.29** 
(10.43) 

.29** 
(10.12) — 

*Note. * indicates p < .05; ** indicates p < .01; *** indicates p < .001. Pearson’s r correlation value (top) and Bayes factor (BF10) is indicate below in 
brackets. BF10 indicates evidence in favour of the alternative hypothesis.  
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Table 9. 

 Zero-order correlations and Bayesian Correlations for aggregate scores. 

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 

1. Expressive Vocabulary  —     

2. Conflict inhibition .34*** 
(36.28) —    

3. False Belief tasks .17 
(.54) 

.08 
(.17) —   

4. Metalinguistic tasks .33*** 
(38.63) 

.46*** 
(20663.84) 

.01 
(.12) —  

5. False Sign tasks .32*** 
(29.29) 

.31** 
(21.81) 

.05 
(.14) 

.19 
(.79) — 

*Note. * indicates p < .05; ** indicates p < .01; *** indicates p < .001. Pearson’s r correlation 
value (top) and Bayes factor (BF10) is indicate below in brackets. BF10 indicates evidence in 
favour of the alternative hypothesis.
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Partial correlations.   

 As a result of the significant correlations between the control measures (conflict 

inhibition and expressive vocabulary) and the false sign and metalinguistic tasks, a partial 

correlation controlling for these variables was computed. See Table 9 for Pearson’s r values and 

significance for the partial correlations partialling out the effects of conflict inhibition and 

expressive vocabulary, respectively. Results from these analyses show that when partialling out 

the effects of conflict inhibition, expressive vocabulary remained significantly correlated with 

the false sign tasks, the Synonym Judgement Task and the Colour-Colour task. Similarly, 

partialling out the effects of expressive vocabulary, conflict inhibition remained significantly 

correlated with the false sign tasks, the Synonym judgment task, the homonym judgement task 

and the Colour-Colour task. The Synonym judgement task and the Homonym judgement task 

remain significantly correlated partialling out the effects of expressive vocabulary. 

 A subsequent partial correlation analysis was conducted partialling out the effects of both 

the control tasks (conflict inhibition and expressive vocabulary)(see Table 10). After partialling 

out the effects these control tasks, there were no significant correlations between the core 

constructs.  

Partial bayesian correlations. Following from the frequentist analyses, Bayesian partial 

correlations were also conducted to determine the likelihood of the association between 

constructs partialling out the effects of expressive vocabulary, and conflict inhibition, 

respectively (See Table 8). Partialling out conflict inhibition, Bayes factor estimates indicated 

that an association between expressive vocabulary and the synonym judgment task was 59.95 

times more likely under the alternative than the null hypothesis (no association); however, 

evidence favoured the null (7.14:1) for the association between expressive vocabulary and the 
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homonym judgment task. The association between the false sign task and the homonym 

judgement task was 7.69 times more likely under the null hypothesis (no association) than under 

the alternative. All other partial correlations (partialling out conflict inhibition) did not provide 

sufficient evidence in favour of the alternative nor null hypothesis. Partialling out expressive 

vocabulary, evidence favoured the alternative hypothesis for the association between conflict 

inhibition and the Synonym Judgment task (BF10 = 13.81), and for the association between 

conflict inhibition and the Homonym Judgment task (BF10 = 96.53). All other Bayesian 

correlations (partialling out expressive vocabulary) were inconclusive.  

 Table 9 shows the Bayesian partial correlations amongst constructs controlling for the 

combined effects of expressive vocabulary and conflict inhibition. After partialling out the 

effects of these control tasks, the association between the Homonym Judgement Task and False 

sign task was 10 times more likely under the null than the alternative hypothesis. All other partial 

correlations were inconclusive (1/6 < BF < 6), therefore no evidence for the alternative nor null 

hypothesis can be derived given the current data.  
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Table 10.  

Partial correlations and partial Bayesian correlations between all false belief, false sign, and metalinguistic tasks, partialling out 
conflict inhibition and expressive vocabulary, respectively. 

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1. False belief tasks — -.03(.12) -.04(.09) -.04(.09) -.02(.09) — .02(.15) 

2. False Sign tasks  .03(.15) — .06(.20) .09(.27) .06(.19) — .23* (3.69) 

3. Synonym Judgment task .00(.12) .08 (.24) — .23*(2.79) .14(.53) — .28**(13.81) 

4. Homonym Judgement 
task -.04(.09) .01(.13) .14(.23) — .11(.30) — .33***(96.53) 

5. Colour-Colour .00(.13) .06(.20) .15(.65) .05(.17) — — .20*(1.66) 

6. Expressive Vocabulary .15(.43) .24*(4.99) .32**(59.95) .03(.14) .21*(2.20) —  

7. Conflict inhibition — — — — — — — 

 
*Note. * indicates p < .05; ** indicates p < .01; *** indicates p < .001. Non-italicized indicates the partial correlations with conflict inhibition 
partialled out. Italicized indicates partial correlations with expressive vocabulary partialled out. Pearson’s r correlation value are presented and 
Bayes factors (BF10) are presented in brackets. BF10 indicates evidence in favour of the alternative hypothesis.   
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Table 11.  

Partial correlations and partial Bayesian Correlations between all false belief, false sign, metalinguistic 
tasks, partialling out conflict inhibition and express vocabulary. 

Variable 1 2 3 4 

1. False belief tasks —    

2. False sign tasks .01(.13) —   

3. Synonym Judgment task -.01(.11) .05(.17) —  

4. Homonym Judgement task -.02(.08) -.01(.10) .13(.50) — 

5. Colour-Colour -.00(.12) .05(.17) .14(.57) .04(.16) 
*Note. * indicates p < .05; ** indicates p < .01; *** indicates p < .001. Pearson’s r correlation value (top) 
and Bayes factor (BF10) is indicated below in brackets. BF10 indicates evidence in favour of the alternative 
hypothesis.  
 

Regression Analyses 
 

Hierarchical linear regression. As a result of the lack of significant correlations 

between the false belief tasks (dependent variable) and predictors (metalinguistics tasks, false 

sign tasks, and conflict inhibition) hierarchical linear regression to test proposed models 1 though 

model 4 could not be meaningfully conducted.  

Bayesian regression analyses. Bayesian Regression analyses were performed in JASP 

(Love et al., 2015; Morey & Rouder, 2015; Rouder et al., 2012) using a JZS prior scale (r scale 

= 0.354). The first model compared the alternative model (an effect) with Synonym/Homonym 

Judgement Tasks, False sign task performance, and conflict inhibition predicting false belief task 

performance to the null model (which included expressive vocabulary and age in months). The 

Bayes factors estimates indicate there is insufficient data to predict evidence in favour of the 

alternative or null hypotheses for an effect of individual predictors—metalinguistic tasks, 

conflict inhibition tasks, false sign tasks— independently on false belief task performance. An 

estimated Bayes Factor suggests that a model predicting false belief task performance from false 

sign and metalinguistic task performance was 6.49 (BF01 = 1/0.154) times more likely under the 
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null (no effect) than the alternative. Additionally, an estimated Bayes Factor suggests that a 

model predicting false belief task performance from false sign tasks and conflict inhibition tasks 

were 6.85 (BF01 = 1/0.146) more likely under the null than the alternative hypothesis. Finally, a 

model predicting false belief task performance from false sign tasks, conflict inhibition, and 

metalinguistic task performance was 13.51 (BF01 = 1/0.074) times more likely under the null than 

the alternative hypothesis. Thus, Bayesian regression analyses suggest the combination of the 

central predictors in the proposed model was generally more likely under the null (no effect) than 

the alternative model. See Table 12 for complete model statistics.  

 A subsequent Bayesian regression analysis predicting false belief task performance was 

computed adding conflict inhibition to the null model (in addition to age (in months) and 

expressive vocabulary). After adding conflict inhibition to the null model, the estimated Bayes 

Factors indicated that the current data were insufficient to find meaningful evidence in favour of 

the null or alternative models (see Table 13). 

Table 12. 
 

Bayesian linear regression model predicting false belief task performance (null model comparison - including 
age and expressive vocabulary). 
 

Models  P(M) P(M|data) BF M BF 10 R² 
Null model (incl. age, expressive vocabulary)   0.125   0.378   4.251   1.000   0.033   
Metalinguistic Tasks   0.125   0.145   1.184   0.383   0.034   
Conflict inhibition tasks   0.125   0.138   1.123   0.366   0.033   
False sign tasks  0.125   0.133   1.076   0.353   0.033   
Conflict inhibition tasks + Metalinguistic Tasks  0.125   0.065   0.485   0.171   0.037   
False sign tasks + Metalinguistic Tasks  0.125   0.058   0.431   0.154   0.035   
Conflict inhibition tasks + False sign tasks  0.125   0.055   0.408   0.146   0.033   
Conflict inhibition tasks + False sign tasks + Metalinguistic Tasks   0.125   0.028   0.203   0.074   0.037    
*Note. All models include age, expressive vocabulary. P(M) is the prior probability of the model. P(M|data) is the posterior probability 
of the  model based on the data. BFm is the likelihood odds (Bayes Factor) of the model against all other models. BF10 is the likelihood 
odds of under H1 over H0.  
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 An additional Bayesian regression model comparison was computed predicting 

performance on the false belief task from all predictors using the best possible model as the 

comparison group. In this model, all potential predictors (including control variables: age, 

expressive vocabulary and conflict inhibition) were included in the analysis. The strongest 

evidence is found in favour of the null hypothesis was for an effect of age, metalinguistic tasks, 

false sign tasks, and conflict inhibition on false belief task performance. Bayes factor analysis 

estimates that this model was 70.525 (BF01 = 1/0.014) times more likely under the null 

hypothesis (no effect) than the alternative hypothesis. Adding expressive vocabulary as a 

predictor reduced the evidence in favour of the null from 70.525 to 49.731(BF01 = 1/0.02) times 

more likely. Overall, evidence for all combinations of variables favoured the null hypotheses (no 

effect) over the alternative hypothesis. Additional data is required to determine whether the 

alternative or the null hypothesis is more likely in these cases. See Table 14 for complete model 

statistics. 

 
 

Table 13.  
 
Bayesian linear regression model predicting false belief task performance (null model comparison – 
including age, expressive vocabulary and conflict inhibition). 

Models  P(M)  P(M|data)  BF M  BF 10  R²  
Null model (incl. age, expressive vocabulary, conflict 
inhibition)  

 0.250   0.483   2.803   1.000   0.033   

Metalinguistic Tasks  0.250   0.226   0.877   0.468   0.037   
False sign tasks  0.250   0.193   0.715   0.399   0.033   
False sign tasks  +  Metalinguistic Tasks  0.250   0.098   0.327   0.203   0.037    
Note.  All models include age, expressive vocabulary, conflict inhibition. P(M) is the prior probability of 
the model. P(M|data) is the posterior probability of the  model based on the data. BFm is the likelihood odds 
(Bayes Factor) of the model against all other models.  BF10 indicates evidence in favour of the alternative 
hypothesis. 
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Table 14. 
 
Bayesian linear regression model predicting false belief task performance best possible model 
comparison. 
 

Models  P(M)  P(M|data)  BF M  BF 10  R²  
Null model   0.031   0.196   7.537   1.000   0.000   
EV  0.031   0.159   5.857   0.812   0.029   
Conflict inhibition  0.031   0.054   1.767   0.276   0.006   
EV + age   0.031   0.053   1.730   0.270   0.033   
EV + MLA  0.031   0.051   1.661   0.260   0.032   
EV + Conflict inhibition   0.031   0.047   1.532   0.241   0.030   
False Signs  0.031   0.046   1.491   0.235   0.003   
EV + False Signs  0.031   0.046   1.490   0.234   0.029   
MLA  0.031   0.041   1.316   0.208   0.000   
Age  0.031   0.041   1.309   0.207   0.000   
EV + Age +  MLA  0.031   0.020   0.640   0.103   0.034   
EV + Conflict inhibition +  MLA  0.031   0.020   0.623   0.101   0.034   
EV + Age + Conflict inhibition  0.031   0.019   0.611   0.099   0.033   
EV + Age + False Signs  0.031   0.019   0.589   0.095   0.033   
EV + False Signs + MLA  0.031   0.018   0.564   0.091   0.032   
Conflict inhibition + False Signs  0.031   0.017   0.535   0.087   0.007   
Conflict inhibition +  MLA  0.031   0.017   0.534   0.087   0.007   
EV + Conflict inhibition + False Signs  0.031   0.017   0.525   0.085   0.030   
Age + Conflict inhibition  0.031   0.017   0.525   0.085   0.007   
Age + False Signs  0.031   0.014   0.449   0.073   0.003   
False Signs +  MLA  0.031   0.014   0.441   0.072   0.003   
Age +  MLA  0.031   0.013   0.393   0.064   0.000   
EV + Age + Conflict inhibition +  MLA    0.031   0.009   0.283   0.046   0.037   
EV + Age + False Signs + MLA  0.031   0.008   0.254   0.041   0.035   
EV + Conflict inhibition + fsu + MLA  0.031   0.008   0.246   0.040   0.034   
EV + Age + Conflict inhibition + False Signs   0.031   0.008   0.241   0.039   0.033   
Conflict inhibition + False Signs + MLA    0.031   0.006   0.202   0.033   0.008   
Age + Conflict inhibition + False Signs   0.031   0.006   0.202   0.033   0.008   
Age + Conflict inhibition + MLA     0.031   0.006   0.197   0.032   0.007   
Age + False Signs +  MLA    0.031   0.005   0.165   0.027   0.003   
EV + Age + Conflict inhibition + False Signs +  
MLA 

 0.031   0.004   0.122   0.020   0.037   

Age + Conflict inhibition + False Signs +  MLA  0.031   0.003   0.086   0.014   0.009   
*Note. MLA refers to metalinguistics. EV refers to expressive vocabulary.  P(M) is the prior probability of 
the model. P(M|data) is the posterior probability of the  model based on the data. BFm is the likelihood odds 
(Bayes Factor) of the model against all other models.  BF10 indicates evidence in favour of the alternative 
hypothesis. 
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Age-related effects. 

Linear regression. Simple linear regression models were computed to determine if age 

(in months) predicted performance on the key predictors: expressive vocabulary, false belief task 

performance, false sign task performance and false sign task performance. Age was a significant 

predictor of expressive vocabulary, conflict inhibition and false sign task performance, with 

older age predicting better performance. Age was not a significant predictor of false belief task 

performance, or metalinguistic task performance. See Table 10 for complete model statistics.   

Table 15.  

Simple linear regressions predicting task performance from age (in months). 

Dependent Variable R2 Adjusted R2 df F p 
      

Expressive vocabulary .08 .08 (1, 102) 9.41 < .01 
Executive Function .04 .03 (1, 102) 4.28 < .05 
False belief tasks .000 -.001 (1, 102) .001    .97 
False sign tasks .09 .08 (1, 102) 10.22 < .01 
Metalinguistic tasks .02 .01 (1, 102) 2.29    .13 

Note. Predictor is age in months.  
 

 Bayesian linear regression. A Bayesian Linear regression was performed to look at the 

effect of age (in months) on task performance using the default JZN prior (r scale = 0.354). The 

analyses revealed that alternative hypothesis that age had an effect on expressive vocabulary 

performance was 12.34 times more likely than the null hypothesis of no effect. Additionally, the 

alternative hypothesis that age had an effect on false sign task performance was 17.38 times 

more likely than the null hypothesis of no effect. The effect of age and all other tasks (conflict 

inhibition, false belief and metalinguistics) did not revealed a Bayes factor in favour of either the 

null of the alternative. See Table 15 for complete model statistics. 
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Table 16. 
 

Bayesian  linear regressions predicting task performance from age (in months). 
 

Dependent Variable P(M) P(M çdata) BFM BF10 R2 
      

Expressive vocabulary .50 .96 12.34 12.34 .08 
Executive Function .50 .58 1.37 1.37 .04 
False belief tasks .50 .17 .21 .21 .00 
False sign tasks .50 .95 17.38 17.38 .09 
Metalinguistic tasks .50 .36 .57 .57 .02 

Note. Predictor is age in months. P(M) is the prior probability of the model. P(M|data) is the 
posterior probability of the  model based on the data. BFm is the likelihood odds (Bayes Factor) 
of the model against all other models. BF10 is the likelihood odds of under H1 over H0. 

 
 

Performance on alternative naming tasks. 

 Chi-square. A Chi-Square test indicates that there is a significant difference in 

performance on the Homonym Judgement task and the Colour-Colour task, χ2(9) = 19.23, p < .05 

and the Homonym Judgment task and the Synonym Judgement task, χ2(9) = 34.72, p < .001. No 

significant differences in performance on the Synonym Judgement task and Colour-Colour Task 

were identified, χ2(9) = 13.03, p = .16. However, a partial zero-order correlation revealed that 

performance on the Synonym judgement task and homonym judgement task were significantly 

correlated r(102) = .23, p = .16, partialling out the effects of the colour-colour task. 

Bayesian contingency tables. Bayesian contingency tables (prior concentration = 1)were 

used to determine the difference between the alternative naming task performance, namely the 

Synonym Judgement task, the Homonym Judgment Task and the Colour-Colour Task. First, a 

Bayesian contingency table analyses revealed that there were the data were more 125 times 

likely under the null hypotheses (no difference in task performance) for the Synonym Judgement 

Task and the Colour-Colour task. Second, from the Bayes factor estimates, the evidence did not 

favour the alternative or null hypothesis for the difference between the Homonym judgment task 
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and the Colour-Colour task could not be concluded (BF10 = 0.364). Third, Bayesian contingency 

table analyses revealed that data were 101.375 times more likely under the alternative (a 

difference in task performance) for the Synonym Judgment Task and Homonym Judgment Task 

than the null hypothesis of no difference (BF10 = 101.375). Overall, the current Bayesian 

contingency tables indicate the following conclusion can be made: (1) no difference in task 

performance on the Synonym judgment task and the Colour-Colour task is most likely (2) a 

difference task performance on the Synonym judgment task and the Homonym Judgment task is 

most likely. 
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Discussion 

 
The present study investigated the relations between false belief understanding, 

metalinguistic awareness, false sign understanding, and conflict inhibition. The aim of the 

current work was to evaluate a variety of theories—Theory of Mind Mechanism theory, 

Representational Processing Theory, the Executive Function theory and the Representational 

Content Theory—to clarify the role, if any, of metarepresentation in false belief understanding. 

Our objective was to examine whether false belief understanding relies on a domain-specific 

process unique to reasoning about mental representations, or a domain-general reasoning about 

both mental and non-mental representations. Further, if the evidence indicated a conceptual 

change in metarepresentational understanding, the present study aimed to elucidate whether the 

content of the representation (pictorial versus propositional) was differentially linked to the false 

belief task performance. The final objective was to investigate the role of conflict inhibition in 

false belief, false sign and metalinguistic task performance. 

As a result of the lack of significant correlations between the false belief tasks and the 

non-mental representation tasks (metalinguistic tasks and false sign tasks) the proposed models 

could not be evaluated directly. The study predictions will therefore be evaluated more generally 

by discussing the role of domain-specific processes in false belief understanding, as well as the 

role of conflict inhibition in task performance. Additionally, the hypothesis regarding differences 

in children’s performance on the alternative naming tasks, and age-related effects are reviewed.  

Theory of Mind Mechanism and Domain-Specific Processes 

 Contrary to our predictions, the current data indicate that false belief reasoning may make 

unique (domain-specific) processing demands. We found children’s performance on the false 

belief tasks were not significantly correlated with any other task (including, metalinguistic tasks, 
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false sign tasks, conflict inhibition tasks, or expressive vocabulary). Additionally, Bayesian 

regression analyses revealed that the combination of these tasks in predicting false belief task 

performance provided stronger evidence for null hypothesis (no effect), in comparison to the 

alternative hypothesis. These findings provide preliminary evidence for the Theory of Mind 

Mechanism Theory. 

 To review, proponents of the Theory of Mind Mechanism theory suggest that 

metarepresentational processes are unique to reasoning about mental representations, and all 

other related cognitive processes play an auxiliary role in false belief understanding (Cohen & 

German, 2010; Cohen, German & Sasaski, 2015; Frith & Frith, 2003; Leslie, 1994; Leslie, 

Friedman, & German, 2004; Leslie & Thaiss, 1992; Saxe et al., 2004; Scholl & Leslie, 1999; 

Scott & Baillargeon, 2009). The lack of significant correlations between the false belief tasks, 

the non-mental representation tasks (metalinguistic tasks and false sign tasks) as well as the 

control tasks (conflict inhibition and expressive vocabulary) suggests that there may be 

something unique about reasoning about mental representations. In other words, the findings 

align with Cohen and colleagues (2015) suggestion there may be a specialized mechanism for 

theory of mind reasoning, which differs from reasoning about non-mental representations: 

pictorial (e.g., false signs) or linguistic (e.g., metalinguistic) representations. The lack of uniform 

performance on these representational tasks suggests there is no coherent construct of 

metarepresentation. Therefore, it may be plausible that each cognitive task requires unique 

processing demands. 

 Following from Carpendale, Hammond and Atwood (2013) paper, our findings suggest 

that theory of mind may develop in a bottom-up fashion. Bottom-up development, as applied to 

theory of mind, means that children develop an understanding of other minds within a specific 
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context, which expands over the course of development.  Therefore, false belief understanding 

should be understood within a broader developmental context rather than in a vacuum 

(Carpendale & Müller, 2012). A key facet of this developmental systems approach is the notion 

that constant interaction between an individual’s biology and context facilitates social 

development. For this reason, the developmental systems framework cautions against ascribing 

complex cognitive processes (i.e., using a top-down method) to explain a set of related skills 

when conceptualizing developmental change. For example, attributing false belief understanding 

to a domain-general conceptual change in representational understanding would fail to 

acknowledge the complexity in context that precede the development of this skill. That is, 

inferring that false belief understanding is based on representations assumes prior knowledge, 

but does not explain this knowledge. By contrast, the developmental systems approach suggests 

that the only way to derive meaning from developmental processes (e.g., theory of mind 

developement) is through an understanding of  system of social interactions. Therefore, the lack 

of significant associations found between false belief task performance and the other measures 

suggests that perhaps a unique development context lead to the emergence of these skills. 

 Our preliminary evidence for domain-specific processes in false belief task performance 

is also consistent with findings from neuroimaging studies. Neuroimaging studies suggest that 

right temporal parietal juncture (rPTJ) is selectively responsive to false belief tasks performance 

in both child and adult populations (Sabbagh & Taylor, 2000; Sabbagh, Bowman, Evraire & Ito 

2009; Saxe & Wexler, 2005). By contrast, the left temporal parietal juncture appears to be 

activated for both false belief and false sign tasks (Aichhorn et al., 2009). Activation in these 

neural regions was found to remain when controlling for executive function and age. In line with 

this evidence, our findings suggest that false belief reasoning may be require a unique set of 
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neural processes that are not explained entirely by the cognitive demands of the task itself. 

Specifically, we found that our data strongly favoured the null hypothesis (no effect) for the 

combination of representational task (metalinguistic tasks and false sign tasks) and conflict 

inhibition (executive function) on false belief task performance. Taken together, these findings 

suggest that there may be a specific neural region dedicated to processing mental representations. 

However, it is important to note that the activation of the rTPJ does not imply the neural circuit 

is specific to this task.  

Evidence against the representational processing theory. 

Our prediction that mental and non-mental representational tasks would develop 

simultaneously due to a shared underlying conceptual change in metarepresentational 

understanding (i.e., Representational Processing Theory) was not supported. Our predictions 

were made based on the findings of Doherty, Perner and colleagues (Doherty, 2000; Doherty & 

Perner, 1998; Perner et al., 2002; Perner & Leahy, 2018), which identified strong correlations 

(.53≤r≤.72) between false belief and metalinguistic task performance (including the Synonym 

Judgement Task and the Homonym Judgement Task). The current work did not replicate these 

findings; the correlations between False belief understanding and metalinguistic task 

performance were found to be non-significant (-.04≤r≤.09). There are a few important possible 

explanations for the lack of replication. First, the task script for the Synonym and Homonym 

Task were modified from the original version in the current work. The original script proceeds as 

follows: 

“This is Tony, and he is going to tell us what these things are. But Puppet also wants to 
play but he doesn’t want to say the same thing as Tony, so we are going to help him think 
of a different way of saying what these things are. Now, Tony says this is a rabbit. What 
could puppet say it is? I know, he could say it is a bunny, because it is a rabbit and it is a 
bunny. They are different ways of saying the same thing (Doherty, 1994).” 
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The revised script proceeds as follows: 

“This is my friend Goofy, and he’s going to play this game with us! This can be called a 
bunny or a rabbit – what would you like to call it? (child responds).  Now in this game 
it’s Goofy’s job to say the other name, not the name you said. Remember you said 
(child’s response). So, what should Goofy say? [corrections provided]” 
 

Our modified script reduces the language (e.g., shorter in length) and working memory demands 

(e.g., the reminders included) of the task, which may have made success on these tasks 

considerably easier in the current work. Additionally, these instructions require the child to 

actively engage with the task as opposed to passively receiving instructions. Second, the 

associations between the Synonym/Homonym judgement task and false belief tasks, therefore, 

are mostly restricted to the work conducted by the authors of the original task (see, Doherty & 

Perner, 1998). Garnham, Brooks, Garnham, and Ostenfeld (2000) attempted to replicated these 

findings, but only found significant correlations between homonym understanding (but not 

synonym) and false belief understanding and suggested this association was due to the shared 

inhibitory demands of the task; however, executive function was not controlled for in this study. 

Hacin (2016) replicated the association between theory of mind and metalinguistic awareness  

with Slovenian speaking children; yet, different metalinguistic tasks were used Hacin (2016) 

study and the children in this study were older (4;6 to 6 years) than the children in the current 

work, which could explain these differences. However, importantly, the results of the Bayesian 

correlational analysis (and Bayesian Partial Correlations) suggest that there is insufficient 

evidence to draw conclusions regarding a correlation between the false belief and metalinguistic 

tasks. Thus, with additional data, the original findings may be replicated. It is tentatively 

concluded that the false belief and metalinguistic tasks do not rely on a shared conceptual change 

in representational understanding. 
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 Additionally, our prediction that false belief task performance would be significantly 

associated with false sign task performance was not supported. Although a small significant 

correlation (r = .2) was identified for the association between false belief contents task and the 

false sign location task, Bayesian analyses indicated the data was not sensitive enough to make 

conclusions regarding an association. Further, partialling out the effects of conflict inhibition and 

expressive vocabulary, this association was no longer significant. This finding aligns with that of 

Sabbagh and colleagues (2006; Experiment 2) that the association between false belief and false 

sign task performance became non-significant when age was partialled out. Therefore, these 

findings suggest that previously identified associations between these tasks may be better 

attributed to shared conflict inhibition demands, instead of the ability to metarepresent.   

 Interestingly, the non-mental representational tasks (false sign and metalinguistic task) 

were also not significantly correlated. To our knowledge, no previous studies have included both 

false sign and metalinguistic tasks in the same study. The percentage of correct response on the 

false sign tasks (contents: 62.5%; location: 72.12%) was generally higher than the percent of 

correct responses on the metalinguistic tasks (synonym: 55.70%; homonym: 35.70%). Perhaps, 

the pictorial content of the representation explains the discrepancy between these non-mental 

representational tasks (see, Cohen, German & Sasaski, 2015). In general, the lack of correlation 

between these non-mental representational tasks supports the Theory of Mind Mechanism theory 

that there is a lack of shared metarepresentational processes in these tasks. Again, it is important 

to note, Bayesian correlation analysis suggest there is insufficient data to draw conclusions 

regarding the association between these tasks.   

 Overall, the current findings suggest that metarepresentation is not a coherent construct 

that contributes to reasoning about both mental (false beliefs) and non-mental representations 
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(metalinguistic tasks and false sign tasks). Our findings provide preliminary evidence for the 

Theory of Mind Mechanism theory: a unique domain-specific process for false belief reasoning.  

The Role of Conflict inhibition  

 Contrary to our predictions, conflict inhibition was not correlated with false belief task 

performance. These predictions were made based on past research, which demonstrates moderate 

associations between conflict inhibition and false belief understanding (see meta-analysis, 

Devine & Hughes, 2014). This lack of correlation could be attributed to the general findings 

which suggest that executive function (e.g., conflict inhibition) does not account for the complete 

variance in false belief understanding. For example, Sabbagh, Xu, Carlson, Moses and Lee 

(2006) found that Chinese children had significantly better executive function then American 

children, yet both children performed similarly on false belief tasks. Therefore, the lack of 

correlation may be due to the unique domain-specific cognitive processes involved in theory of 

mind over and above executive function (or, conflict inhibition). It is also possible that our 

evidence was not strong enough to detect an effect (for Bayes Factor interpretation see, Dienes, 

2014).  

Additionally, our hypothesis that conflict inhibition would predict false belief task 

performance was not supported. The results of our Bayesian regression analysis indicate that 

conflict inhibition (with combined effects of age [in months] and expressive vocabulary) was 

more likely under the null hypothesis (no effect) in predicting false belief task performance. Our 

predictions were made based on previous research which suggests that executive function 

significantly predicts false belief task performance in young children both concurrently (Müller, 

Jacques, Brocki, & Zelazo, 2009) and prospectively (Hughes & Ensor, 2007; Marcovitch et al., 

2015; Müller, Liebermann-Finestone, Carpendale, Hammond, & Bibok, 2012). There are a few 
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potential explanations for the absence of an effect in the current work. First, our age range may 

have been too narrow to detect a developmental progression on these tasks. Perhaps including an 

age range from two to five years would better capture this developmental change. Second, our 

sample was pulled from a high socioeconomic status area which may have affected children’s 

performance on both the false belief (see, meta-analysis Devine & Hughes, 2018) and conflict 

inhibition (Lawson, Hook & Farah, 2018) measures. Finally, Bayesian regression analyses 

indicated that there was insufficient evidence to draw conclusions regarding an effect of conflict 

inhibition (independently) on false belief task performance. Therefore, age and expressive 

vocabulary may account for a significant amount of variation false belief task performance 

contributing to the null findings. Given the current findings, no conclusions can be drawn 

regarding the role of conflict inhibition in false belief understanding. 

Conflict inhibition was significantly correlated with both non-mental representational 

tasks: synonym/homonym tasks and false sign tasks. To our knowledge, previous research has 

not measured conflict inhibition directly when evaluating synonym and homonym 

understanding. However, our findings are consistent with Garnham and colleagues’ (2000) 

suggestion that the association between false belief and metalinguistic task performance is better 

explained by the executive function demands of the task than representational processing. The 

significant associations found between conflict inhibition and false sign task performance are 

consistent with the findings by Sabbagh, Moses and Shiverick (2006; study 2). As Sabbagh and 

colleagues suggest, conflict inhibition may be important to understanding false signs because it 

enables children to consider is a true sign representation (prototypical sign-use) may be false. 

These findings suggest that conflict inhibition may be a central cognitive skill required to reason 

about synonyms/homonyms and false signs. 
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The current work suggests that conflict inhibition is not correlated with false belief task 

performance, but is correlated with the synonym/homonym tasks and the false sign task. Taken 

together these findings suggest that theory of mind reasoning may require unique processing 

demands, over and above conflict inhibition.  

Alternative Naming Task Performance 

Our hypothesis that the Colour-Colour task would be significantly easier than the 

Synonym and Homonym Judgement task was not supported. The Colour-Colour task has been 

included as a control in previous work because it is presumed to have similar conflict inhibition 

demands as the metalinguistic tasks, but does not require the ability to represent objects in 

multiple ways. Interestingly, we did not find a correlation between the Colour-Colour task and 

the conflict inhibition tasks; however, both the Synonym/Homonym judgement task were 

significantly correlated with the conflict inhibition tasks. Thus, Perner, Stummer, Sprung and 

Doherty (2002) suggestion that the Colour-Colour task has the same conflict inhibition demands 

as the Synonym/Homonym Judgement task was not supported. Additionally, contrary to Perner, 

and colleagues (2002) findings, we did not find a significant difference between the Colour-

Colour task and the Synonym Judgement Task. Therefore, it may be inferred that the executive 

function demands of these tasks, rather than representational demands explains their association.  

Additionally, the Homonym Judgment task was significantly harder for children than 

both the Colour-Colour and the Synonym Judgment Task, respectively. These findings are 

consistent with Doherty’s (2004) argument that children show specific difficulties understanding 

the meaning of homonyms (secondary meanings), which may persist until age ten. Children’s 

specific difficulty with the Homonym Judgment task suggests this task may require unique 
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processing demands beyond conflict inhibition (e.g., Colour-Colour) and the ability to 

metarepresent (e.g., Synonym Judgment Task).  

Age-Related Effects 

 The prediction of age-related effect on false belief, metalinguistic and false sign task 

performance was not supported. Our findings suggest the alternative hypothesis, or an effect of 

age is more likely than the null hypothesis for the children’s performance false sign task 

performance, but not for their performance on the false belief or metalinguistic tasks. The false 

sign tasks were considerably easier for children to pass (higher overall percent of pass rate) than 

the false belief and metalinguistic tasks. As DeLoache (2004) suggests children are able to 

understand symbol-referent relations—which is required for the false sign task performance—

earlier (around two-and-a-half years) than more abstract (e.g., mental) symbols. Children 

typically pass false belief (see, Wellman et al., 2001) and metalinguistic tasks (Doherty & 

Perner, 1998; Doherty, 2000; Garnham et al., 2002; Perner & Leahy, 2015) around four years of 

age. Therefore, the three-to-four age range  of the current study may have only captured the 

understanding of signs (pictorial symbols), and not linguistic or mental representations. Overall, 

the narrow age range of the current work could explain the lack of age effects on these core 

tasks. 

Limitations of the Current Study  

 The current study has several limitations that may have contributed to the findings. The 

most significant limitations were the size and characteristics of our sample. A priori power 

analysis revealed that our sample size was sufficient (n = 104) for the frequentist analyses; 

however, the Bayesian Factor analysis suggests that many of the correlational and regression 

analysis were not sensitive enough to detect an effect implying a need for further data collection. 
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With a larger sample we would have been able to draw more definitive conclusions regarding the 

alternative or null hypotheses associated with our proposed models. The narrow age range (3;2 to 

4;7 years) was selected for the current work because children typically pass the false belief tasks 

(Wellman, Cross & Watson, 2001), metalinguistic tasks (Edwards & Kirkpatrick, 1999) and false 

sign tasks around four years. Yet, this age range may have been too restricted to identify 

developmental progression on these tasks. Additionally, the Victoria community sample does not 

represent a diverse sample population. Our participants were drawn from high socioeconomic 

status (SES) areas. Research shows that SES does play a role in children’s theory of mind 

development (see, meta-analysis Devine & Hughes, 2018), suggesting a potential bias in our 

sample. Given the limitations of our sample results should be interpreted cautiously.  

 In addition to the limitations of our sample, the measures used in the current work also 

had limitations. First, the current work had a variety of ceiling and floor effects on the measures 

may have contributed to the lack of variability in the results. The floor effects on false belief 

measure (the dependent variable), and ceiling effects on some of the independent variables (the 

Synonym Judgment task and false sign tasks) may have skewed our results. Second, the current 

work only used conflict inhibition as a measure of executive function; however, other aspects of 

executive function, namely working memory and cognitive flexibility, may have played a role in 

children’s task performance.  

 A final limitation of this study is the cross-sectional design. As a result of this design, we 

are unable to examine directionality in the relationship between false belief understanding, 

metalinguistic awareness, false sign understanding and conflict inhibition.  
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Future Directions 

 Although the results show preliminary evidence the metarepresentation may be unique to 

false belief reasoning, further research is required. Specifically, future research should address 

the limitations of the current work, and extend the current findings using neuroimaging studies, 

conflict inhibition controls and a longitudinal design. 

 The limitations of our sample should be addressed in future work. The current findings 

should be replicated with a larger sample to allow for additional conclusions to be drawn from 

the Bayesian analyses drawn. Additionally, diversifying the sample and using a less restrictive 

age-range will make the findings more definitive. Expanding the age range may also improve the 

variability in our results, and reduce both floor and ceiling effects on our measures. Introducing a 

variety of measure for each construct (e.g., more than two measures of false belief 

understanding) would also likely improve the variability of the results. 

 Future research should consider a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) to determine if 

related tasks are measuring the same underlying latent construct. For example, using a CFA to 

determine if the false belief location, and false belief contents tasks are both measuring the same 

latent construct: theory of mind. Using a CFA for the false sign tasks and metalinguistic tasks 

would also be beneficial.  

 Neuroimaging studies are recommended to provide more additional sources of evidence 

for the arguments made by proponents of the Theory of Mind Mechanism Theory. To our 

knowledge, no study has looked at the neural correlates of false belief in comparison to 

processing both propositional (Synonym/Homonym understanding) or pictorial (false sign 

understanding) representational understanding. This neuroimaging work could clarify the role of 

the rPTJ in representational processing. 
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 Further clarification of the role of conflict inhibition in reasoning about both mental and 

non-mental representations should be considered. Our findings provide preliminary evidence for 

the importance of conflict inhibition in non-mental representation tasks. However, future 

research should test the associations between representational tasks (e.g., linguistic, pictorial, 

photographs) controlling for conflict inhibition. Controlling for conflict inhibition will allow for 

the conclusions to  be made about the representational processing theory: does executive 

function explain all the variance in the associations between (mental and non-mental) 

representational tasks? 

 Finally, future research should conduct a longitudinal study to establish the directionality 

of the relationship between false belief tasks, metalinguistic task, false sign tasks and executive 

function. Past research has yet to explore the prospective relations between these variables, 

which may provide interesting insight into the mechanisms that contribute to the ability to reason 

about mental and non-mental representations.  

Conclusion 

 The aim of the present study was to investigate the role of metarepresentational 

understanding and conflict inhibition in theory of mind development. In particular, we were 

interested in determining whether domain-specific processes or a domain-general conceptual 

change in representational understanding contributed to false belief understanding. We found, 

contrary to previous research (see, Perner et al., 2002; Sabbagh, Moses & Shiverick, 2006), that 

non-mental representational tasks (metalinguistic tasks and false sign tasks) were not correlated 

with, nor predicted false belief task performance. These results suggest that domain-specific 

mechanisms may contribute to false belief understanding, providing preliminary evidence for the 

Theory of Mind Mechanism Theory. Specifically, these findings provide evidence for a bottom-
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up model of the development of theory of mind, and unique processing demands that contribute 

to the development of each cognitive skills. Conflict inhibition was found to be significantly 

associated with the non-mental representation tasks highlighting the importance of the executive 

function for the development of these cognitive skills. Future longitudinal research investigating 

the directionality in the relations between false belief understanding and non-mental 

representational tasks should be conducted over the preschool period to clarify the role of 

metarepresentation in theory of mind development.   
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Appendix A 

Smarties Task (Gopnik, 1988) 
 

Here’s a Smarties box. What do you think is inside the Smarties box? 
 

Response:  _  
 

Let’s look and see! 
 

Open the box. 
 
Wow! There are really pencils inside. Show the child the pencils. Close the box. 
 
What is inside the box?  

 
Circle: PENCILS SMARTIES OTHER:  _  
 
Here is Penguin Pete and Penguin Pete has never seen inside this box before. What will 
penguin Pete think is in the box, smarties or pencils?  

 
Response: PENCILS SMARTIES OTHER:  _  

 
 

Score: 0 1 
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Appendix B 
 
 

False Belief task (Wellman & Liu, 2004) 
 

Children see a toy figure of a boy and a sheet of paper with a backpack and a closet drawn on 
it. 

 
‘‘Here’s Scott. Scott wants to find his mittens. His mittens might be in his backpack 
(place image of backpack down) or they might be in the closet (place image of closet 
down). Really, Scott’s mittens are in his backpack. But Scott thinks his mittens are in 
the closet.’’ 

 
‘‘So, where will Scott look for his mittens? In his backpack or in the closet?” 

 
Child’s target answer: backpack closet 

 

‘‘Where are Scott’s mittens really? In his backpack or in the closet?’’ 
 

Child’s control answer: backpack closet 
 

Score: 0 1 

(0 if any or all of the two questions wrong, 1 if both questions correct) 
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